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Abstract

In this thesis we are going to explore what the operational core, both mathematically
and algorithmically, of an Aerial Robotic Worker consists of, in order to estimate its
egomotion and parameters, and adaptively control the aerial vehicle. Moreover, the aim
of this thesis is to be a condensed reference for the corresponding areas of aerial robotics,
in order to provide a stable and complete foundation on which one can continue research
on.

The areas that are covered in this Thesis are: 1) the fundamental modeling of the
generalized aerial vehicle, where the kinematics, sensors and motor/thrust models will
be presented together with simplified models for the motor characteristics, which will
form the basis for all the future derivations, 2) how to model, calibrate and compen-
sate for the errors existing in, and induced into, cheap accelerometers and gyroscopes,
as these sensors constitute the aerial platform’s core sensor suite as the inertial sensor.
Successful methodologies and results are presented and evaluated to show that the cost
of calibration can be dramatically reduced without loss of accuracy nor mechanical com-
plexity. 3) How to perform inertial sensor driven egomotion and parameter estimation
to lay the foundation for adaptive control strategies, where specific weight will be put on
the successful development of a new profound sensory system which has the possibility
to replace GPS in robotics applications, while also being able to perform indoors and
in GPS denied environments, and which was the core of the localization module done
in the AEROWORKS project, enabling the full, high accuracy localization around tall,
GPS interfering infrastructure. And finally 4) how to utilize the estimation in low and
high-level adaptive controllers, where specific results on how to successfully compensate
for the movement of the center of gravity, together with the reduction of thrust over time
due to declining battery voltage. Moreover we will explore the use case of Aerial Robotic
Workers in real life applications and we will identify and comment on potential future
directions of these aerial robotic systems and the impact theses can have in both research
and society.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Vision

The overall purpose and aim of this thesis is to give an in depth view, and advance the
overall performance, of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and more specifically multi-
rotor Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs), while providing to the developers of estimation and
control algorithms, a reference into the possible different algorithms and how to utilize
them efficiently, together with basic system component requirements. This is made pos-
sible by improving the current modeling, control and estimation schemes to provide high
accuracy control and robust information exchange among agents, while increasing the
capabilities of the UAVs in terms of autonomy, adaptability, reconfigurability, robustness
and cooperation, while in these cases the MAVs are also commonly referred as as Aerial
Robotic Workers (ARWs).

It is my vision that after reading this thesis, you, as the reader, will have all the
necessary information and background to understand, develop, implement and do further
work into the area of UAVs, while having gained significant insight into the operational
core of these systems. Many around the world do research and development on UAVs, and
especially MAVs, commonly characterized by a multirotor of some geometry, where the
work is done in interfacing with readily available attitude controllers. While this reduces
the need for understanding the underlying system, by simply modeling the responses of
the attitude controllers, many optimization opportunities are lost as all the forces and
torques, acting on the dynamics, are covered by the low-level controllers. As these systems
are destined to become more commonly available due to their low cost, operational
simplicity, and mechanical simplicity, the adaptation of these systems also need to be
simple to have a profound impact on society. Not only from a technological viewpoint,
but also from a societal view, where great trust is needed in the systems and their
operation, especially for the case of critical missions as package delivery and infrastructure
inspection, to saving lives by delivering a defibrillator. Hence it is the aim to provide an
insight and guidance into the need and possibilities within the core of ARWs.

1



2 Introduction

1.2 Motivation and Background

In recent years, the area of UAVs have matured and especially the one of having the ca-
pability of Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL), such as the multirotors or MAVs that
are more commonly known to the general public as “drones”, have been in the focus of
numerous research and development efforts, mainly due to their efficiency in accomplish-
ing complex missions in a large range of applications [1]. Nowadays, these UAVs are used
in several types of missions including both outdoors and indoors search and rescue [2, 3],
wild fire surveillance [4], buildings inspection [5], agricultural services [6], marine oper-
ations [7], battle damage assessment [8], border interdiction [9], law enforcement [10],
and manipulation of objects and cooperative missions, including cooperative manipula-
tion [11]. In these areas, and coined in the Horizon2020 project AEROWORKS [12], it
has started to emerge what is now known as the ARW, which is a MAV platform, that
may have a manipulator attached, designed and developed for infrastructure inspection
and maintenance including interaction with the environment.

As it was highlighted in the AEROWORKS project, the annual investments on the
infrastructure sector represent a significant percentage of the Gross Domestic Prod-
uct (GDP) of developed and developing countries e.g. 3.9% of the GDP for the old
European states, 5.07% of the GDP for the new European states and 9% of the GDP
for China [13]. Towards these inspection tasks, a variety of methods and approaches
are adopted to address the challenges of infrastructure inspection, where as an example
specialized personnel performs visual inspection, nondestructive testing and maintenance
tasks using scaffolds, roping or even manned helicopters in order to obtain access to the
sites of interest. According to the Helicopter Association International and the “Utilities,
Patrol and Construction Committee for Safety Guide for Helicopter Operators, 2009” [14]
thousands of flight hours are accumulated each day conducting manned aerial work, in
support of Utilities Infrastructure (electricity, gas, water), as it is now well-understood
such aerial works bring down the cost and time requirements, while to decrease the
human life risk and to increase the performance of the overall procedure, autonomous
ground, aerial or maritime vehicles are to be employed for executing the inspection and
maintenance tasks.

With these true real world applications starting to emerge, there is a need to au-
tomate the inspection and maintenance tasks, as the use and creation of infrastructure
will greatly increase. Especially, the aging infrastructure will need more and more in-
spection and maintenance to be made for keeping the infrastructure healthy, efficient,
and safe, while simultaneously keeping the downtime needed for inspection and mainte-
nance to a minimum. In order to address these needs, the aim and vision is to create a
team of collaborate autonomous aerial workers, envisioned in Figure 1.1, equipped with
high fidelity sensors and computational resources for enabling 3D reconstruction, time
efficient path planning, manipulation and grasping features, together with collaborative
algorithms when more than one worker is used.

These high tech robotic workers were the combination of high end MAV platforms
provided by Ascending Technologies [15], capable of not only the inspection tasks but also
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Figure 1.1: The envisioned ARW concept from the start of AEROWORKS.

with enough payload capability to have a manipulator attached, which is fundamental
for being able to perform actual real world tasks and realistic evaluation of infrastructure
maintenance scenarios. With the aim to remove the human as much as possible and keep
the systems fully autonomous, only having the human operator providing the high-level
mission description, the teams of ARWs need to perform safe navigation in unstructured
dynamic environments, by utilizing high fidelity dense reconstruction and having the
ability to work in teams, sense, plan, and act, in collaboration with the common mission
goal. At the start of the AEROWORKS project, the readiness of these systems were
not significant and over the projects 3 years of duration, the project heavily investigated
the scientific challenges, while performing real technological breakthroughs towards the
realization of an advanced robotic system with the desired characteristics of autonomous
aerial infrastructure inspection, repair and maintenance, while exploiting the capabilities
of aerial robots and gaving birth to the concept of collaborative ARW. The ARWs have
showed excellent flying qualities and have demonstrated control strategies that allow true
physical interaction and aerial co-manipulation of common objects [16]. An integrated
sensing and processing unit, consisting of tightly fused inertial sensors [17], stereo vision
modules [18] and Ultra Wide-Band (UWB) localization [19], along with the high-level
processing unit on each ARW, while algorithms for Simultaneous Localization and Map-
ping (SLAM), collaborative map building and dense reconstruction [20], as well as path
planning and multi robot collaboration [21], runs on board and provides advanced auton-
omy and the capability for a high fidelity infrastructure inspection based on a multitude
of sensors and collaborative techniques. Still, even with all theses sensors and algorithms
at the core of the ARW, the human operator is part of the AEROWORKS robotic team,
which includes taking the role of providing the high-level commands and missions, su-
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pervising the team’s decisions towards autonomous inspection and maintenance, or by
actively taking control of an ARW via a convenient interface if the need would arise.
With these aims the AEROWORKS project put in considerable strategic development
efforts in academic institutes, technology providers, service providers as well as the asset
owners which significantly raised the Technological Readiness Level (TRL) of the ARW
concept. Towards the scientific results of AEROWORKS and the vision of ARW this
thesis has significantly and fundamentally contributed, as it will depicted in the sequel
as well as in its core Sections.

Now, after the end of AEROWORKS, the ARWs are characterized by having a com-
mon base set of sensors as was envisioned, which consists of an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) as the main sensor for tight sensor fusion, combined with other sensors for
external sensing where laser scanners, machine vision cameras, a plethora of position
sensors, etc. are used in conjunction with the IMU to form the basis for the egomotion
estimation of the system. Moreover, ARWs have now, as one of the main design criteria,
to be independent of the geometry of the underlying utilized MAV frame, being hetero-
geneous systems, which infers specific requirements and constraints on the control and
parameter estimation systems utilized. This includes high degrees of adaptability and
robustness to changes in the core system parameters, as each ARW can have different
number of motors, at different geometric locations, with different available thrust and
torque, while the complete ARWs being of different mass and having different set of
sensors, where the Center of Gravity (CoG) can move due to load changes or by having
moving manipulators, which in the end need to cooperate to complete their missions.
This is of paramount importance as there should not be a need to create a unique esti-
mation and control architecture for each ARW created. The algorithms should be flexible
enough to encompass all of the multirotor MAV based ARWs, which is also highlighted
by the end industrial users who have specific constraints on cost and time, while for ex-
ample, implementing full new systems is not an option when only changing the utilized
frame.

With this background in mind, four main areas need to be addressed and combined
to provide a robust base on which systems can be implemented upon. The four main
areas can be summarized as: 1) signal conditioning applied to the IMU, where the
measurements from the IMUs need to be filtered due to the noise generated by rotating
propellers inducing, in some cases extreme, vibrations that corrupt the measurements
with added sinusoids, 2) how to perform robust egomotion estimation of the ARW system
with IMUs as the core predictive sensor, while external sensing sensors are used to correct
for drifts and observe the overall state, 3) how to perform and which system parameters
to estimate for the use in adaptive control allowing the control systems to have minimal
dependence on the utilized MAV, and finally 4) combining all the previous into the low-
level control scheme that adapts to changes in parameters, while receiving references from
high-level control schemes, allowing for separation of concerns for high-level implementors
who do not want, nor should need to, be concerned about the low-level controllers.
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Signal Conditioning for Inertial Measurement Units

For enabling ARWs to have a profound impact on the community, including the afore-
mentioned industrial application sectors, they must adhere to strict hard real-time, and
cost constraints, which implies the need to run the estimation and low-level control al-
gorithms on small embedded systems on board the actual MAV, while it also implies
to keep the mechanical complexity low and use low cost hardware such as the motors,
propellers, frames made of plastic, etc. These characteristics are necessary to be evident,
especially in applications of ARWs in harsh environments, where disposable units should
be deployed and to allow the industry to see them as consumables. From another point
of view, fitting the ARWs with a low cost hardware has the side effect that vibration
problems become much more apparent, mainly due to: a) the existence of cheap motors
and the manufacturing fact that propellers are not well balanced, b) the frames do not
include vibration damping for the control and sensor modules due to cost and imple-
mentation complexity, c) the frames can be built from cheap and fast rapid prototyping
methods, such as 3D printing or plastic milling, may not have optimal rigidity, and d) the
embedded systems need to counteract these mechanical shortcomings by efficient filtering
of the IMU sensor data.

The current approach in dealing with the induced frame vibrations is to assume their
existence as Gaussian noise in all the appeared linear [22, 23, 24], and nonlinear control
schemes for UAVs [25, 26, 27, 28, 29], as well as in the field of estimation [30, 31, 32, 33],
which is an oversimplified approach since the induced vibrations have characteristics that
are sum of sinusoids. The most used practical approach is to perform a heavy low-pass
filtering of the measured signals, which additionally introduces a large unwanted phase
shift into the measurements and in order to counteract the power of the vibrations, exces-
sively large noise gains are commonly used in the estimation and control schemes. The
presented approaches and the current handling of the induced vibrations deteriorates the
dynamical performance of the system and can, in worst case scenarios, lead to exces-
sive noise and instability in the control loops, while introducing inaccurate and biased
estimations.

These IMUs consist of a well mastered technology nowadays, with a huge number
of massive application oriented utilizations, e.g. in mobile phones. IMUs also form the
corner stone in the localization for robotic applications, with a profound variety in appli-
cations, spanning from underwater, to ground, aerial and space robotics. However, even
today, these sensors have internal errors, which include bias, gain and axis misalignment,
while implementors utilizing IMUs generally only consider the bias. With their operation
being a fundamental one for the area of robotics, and more specifically ARWs, compen-
sating for these inherent errors are of paramount importance. Towards this direction,
the IMU kinematic approaches are using estimators that are able to estimate the bias
but not the corresponding gain of the IMU [32], with typical algorithmic implementa-
tions to be the ones in [34, 31], while [18, 33, 35] presents the usage in visual inertial
frameworks. An additional problem to the estimation schemes based on IMUs is the fact
that the resulting axis misalignment in the sensor, where even only a few degrees will be
integrated and amplified in the estimation process with a corresponding degradation of
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the estimation results if not compensated for.
In this thesis we will apply and discuss novel approaches for signal conditioning and

calibration. The signal conditioning being inspired by the signal processing community,
will be presented to adaptively identify and attenuate the induced frame vibrations from
the measurements via notch filtering. This approach does not have the high impact of ex-
cess phase shift observed with low-pass filtering, while to the authors best knowledge, the
proposed approach of utilizing frequency identification as a tool for signal conditioning,
without compromising dynamic performance, has not been suggested and experimentally
evaluated before in the area of UAVs, as this is usually a tool for frequency based model
identification. While the novel IMU calibration is possible without the need for rotating
reference tables nor other expensive equipment.

Generalized Egomotion Estimation for Robotics

In the area of robotics one of the main questions, if not the most important one, is
“Where am I?”, a fundamental question that is the driving force in many research ac-
tivities in this area, as more commonly known as the problem of localization. In the
specific case of autonomous robots and ARWs in particular, the localization problem
sets the performance constraints of the system as the more dexterous and accurate the
localization information is, the more complicated and accurate the specified tasks can be
accomplished. In the ideal situations, where the robotic system can be operated with an
almost perfect localization information, e.g. by the utilization of motion capture systems,
the robotic systems can be pushed to their limits with a profound set of capabilities and
autonomy levels [36].

In the related literature, a plethora of localization systems have been proposed and
evaluated, with characteristic works to include laser scanners [37, 38] being dependent on
their view of the scene, sonars [39, 40] with their limited range, the Global Positioning
System (GPS) that does not work indoors, to name a few and their respective shortcom-
ings. However, a framework that has become a common standard base is the inertial
estimation framework, often a part of Inertial Navigation Systems (INS), which has been
subject of research for en extended period of time with recognized works, such as the
ones in [31, 41, 42, 43].

Towards the following trend, an area which is heavily based on inertial estimation and
is currently under intense research is the area of Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO), which
is based on combining a camera and an IMU that leverages the high bandwidth of the
IMU, i.e. accelerometers and gyroscopes, with the high local stability of a camera and
visual features. These systems, while having impressive local accuracy [33, 35, 18, 44],
drift over time on a global scale, when detecting new and discarding old features. To
correct for this drift, either a larger map is needed, which eventually reaches its limit
due to storage or processing constraints, or a system which can provide corrections on a
larger scale is necessary.

Commonly, when operating outdoors, the main position sensor used to correct the
estimation is the GPS, however GPS is sensitive to occlusion of satellites and proximity to
tall structures due to multi path interference. These errors makes GPS almost unusable
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in many operational areas of the ARW as they are specifically meant for operating close
to infrastructure that is difficulty for humans to operate on, which generally are tall and
in hard to reach places, providing ample opportunities to disturb GPS. While, for the
case of indoor applications, GPS in unusable and its common to rely on motion capture
systems for research that have profound accuracy but lacks in ease of setup and have
extremely high cost, while VIO is also a strong contender due to their simplicity of use
in high texture environments, however their global drift still being prominent.

Due to these shortcomings, and due to the recent changes in Radio Frequency (RF)
regulations, [45], a technology previously used only in military and radar applications,
has been standardized – namely UWB, which is an RF technology that operates on a
wide band of frequencies, rather than utilizing carrier waves as most communication
does today. The main point with this technology is its ability to accurately time stamp
multiple messages, allowing the Time of Flight (TOF) of the message to be calculated,
which, when multiple transceivers are utilized, it can be seen as a local GPS system
without the drawback of heavy multi path sensitivity.

A pioneering work, in the area of UWB based localization, was the one in [46] that
performed state estimation of a quadrotor MAV using its dynamic model together with
an IMU and UWB distance measurements to observe its state. This included estimating
the thrust constant for predicting its accelerations, while the established method had
two drawbacks: a) only forces that are modeled could be considered, which implies that
disturbances, such as wind, can cause large errors in the estimation, and b) the IMU
measurements were considered as measurements from the Kalman Filter’s point of view,
forcing the filter to perform full measurement updates at IMU rates.

In this thesis we will explore the utilization of the UWB technology with the aim to
improve the previous pioneering scheme with the following novelties: 1) by establishing
a generic localization system based on inertial odometry and UWB, which does need the
dynamics of the system, allowing it to be used in a multitude of application areas, 2)
modeling the translation from IMU to the center of antenna, and 3) having the ability to
select the optimal distance measurements in order to minimize the system’s covariance,
while simultaneously minimizing the RF air utilization.

Meanwhile in parallel, the attitude only estimation problem has received extended
research focus mainly for estimating the attitude of spacecrafts, where the usage of
quaternion error representations [47] has gained significant importance the last years,
similar to the inertial odometry methods, due to its efficiency and smaller number of
states. One popular approach is nonlinear filtering, such as the Unscented Kalman Fil-
ter (UKF) [48, 49] or the Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF) [50, 51], which was proven
to have better convergence, especially when the states have bad initialization. However,
this approach indicated equal tracking performance to the Extended Kalman Filter based
algorithms [30, 31] after convergence. Moreover, little effort has been made on imple-
menting efficiently from a computational complexity approach, except from utilizing the
common algorithms, while there have been only a few approaches in the utilization of the
square-root formulation for an extended dynamical range in Kalman Filters [52, 50, 51].

It should also be noted that significant work has been done, not utilizing error rep-
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resentations nor quaternions, where [53] created two deterministic observers, one termed
direct and the second termed passive, that formulated the kinematics directly on SO(3).
These observers were designed based on Lyapunov stability analysis and were shown to
be almost globally stable based on the observers’ errors through extended proofs, analysis
and experiments. Furthermore, [54] developed the proper theory and geometrical frame-
work for designing symmetry-preserving observers on Lie groups, which were applied, as
an example, towards inertial navigation. The strong merit of these observers is the fact
that they are intrinsically and globally defined whilst, in the particular case of inertial
navigation aided by magnetic measurements, are convergent around any trajectory.

Generalized Online Parameter Estimation for ARWs

In resent years, the robotics community has started development and experiments to-
wards the area of physical interaction, mainly focusing in pick and place or load lifting
applications. In [55] a helicopter combined with a gripper was developed for load trans-
portation, in [56] a quadrotor was used for building simple structures by combining it
with a gripper mounted to its base, while also developing a novel construction algorithm.
In [57] a upward facing gripper was used to perform tasks at high altitudes. Moreover,
in [58], payload transportation using multiple quadrotors was proposed with the aim to
achieve a specific attitude and position of the payload using cables. In all these appli-
cations, accurate control is an essential need to complete the mission with any kind of
accuracy and repeatability with regard to precision in manipulation and stability of the
system.

As it is well known in the model based control approach, the performance of every
proposed control scheme is related to the accuracy of the underlying utilized model. The
errors in the modeling approaches usually can rely not only on the non-linear charac-
teristics of the underlying system but on the time varying factors as well, where in the
modeling approaches for ARWs, endowed with aerial manipulators, the movement of CoG
inserts the time varying characteristics to the ARW’s CoG that needs to be tracked for
the overall stability and remove offsets in the control scheme’s performance. The change
of CoG comes from the act of simply moving the manipulator or picking up an object,
or in many cases even by the event of dropping an object. These factors have the po-
tential to dramatically effect the system dynamics and thus an online adaptation scheme
towards these variations is needed in order to avoid the degradation of the overall control
scheme’s performance. Other typical changes for such model variations, especially in the
area of ARWs, are for example the decreasing battery voltage combined with changes in
humidity and temperature.

Towards this problem of varying models, the classical approaches in the area of MAVs
(mainly quadrotors and hexacopters) so far have been focusing on identifying parameters
for static model systems as it can be identified in the following works [59, 60, 61] to name
a few. Moreover the following survey of system identification for UAVs [62] states the
gap for generalized multirotor identification. The adaptation to changes in CoG on
quadrotor have been looked into by [63] where a static gripper was used to move objects.
The simple geometry of the quadrotor allowed the problem to be easily solved, where the
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major aim of this article was to improve this with a more general approach and to further
validate it against time varying CoG changes, as well as step changes, by utilizing a serial
manipulator [64], where [63] only took step changes while transporting loads. In [65] the
authors started the work towards adaptive models by only using the thrust, time-constant
and a fixed frame geometry, however, the time varying characteristics of UAVs make the
utilized system identification approaches bounded and insufficient from a performance
point of view, hence the main focus in this thesis will be on the generalization and
evaluation of an online estimation scheme for the parameters of a generalized model of
an ARW. The scheme, as it will be presented in the sequel, will be also capable of solving
the difficulty in identifying the dynamics for a new frame, without significant a priori
input from the user for the motors, the speed controllers, the inertias, nor the location
of the CoG, except from the general geometric shape of the multirotor.

Generalized Frame Adaptive Control

With the current paradigm shift in the field of UAVs that is focusing on the field of
physical interaction with the environment as discussed in the prequel, in all these appli-
cations, accurate control is an essential need to complete the mission with any kind of
accuracy and repeatability with respect to the precision in the manipulation tasks and in
the overall stability of the system. In the case of aerial inspection missions, the existing
models (kinematic or dynamic) for UAVs and the corresponding control schemes [66, 67]
are providing a very accurate and functional robotic system. However, in the cases where
interaction with the environment is needed, e.g. manipulation on an object, there is an
additional effect that should be taken under consideration during the modeling and the
corresponding control scheme, which is the moving CoG. In these cases, the time varying
nature of the CoG e.g. movement of a floating manipulator, or transportation of a load
that swings, or pick and place maneuvers on objects, needs to be tracked and embedded
in the corresponding modeling and control schemes, in order to guarantee the overall
stability of the system and the desired performance. For the compensation of this time
varying alteration of CoG and the corresponding time varying models, the classical ap-
proaches in the area of multirotors (mainly quadrotors) so far have been focusing on
identifying parameters for static model systems as it can be identified in the following
articles [60, 61] to name a few. The adaptation to changes in the CoG on quadrotors
were investigated by [63], where a static gripper was used to move objects.

Recently, in [17] the authors established a novel generalized representation of the CoG
for the case of multirotor frames that was intuitive to use, as well as an online adaptive
physical model for estimating the time varying parameters of the system. Based on this
framework, we will explore how to apply a time varying Model Predictive Controller
(MPC) that it is able to handle the time varying nature of the CoG, while also adapting
to the varying available thrust and mass of the system. The combination of the time
varying online estimation scheme, with the corresponding proposed time varying ability
of the control scheme, has the potential to create a solid theoretical foundation for the
application of more advanced control and manipulation schemes as the challenges of
varying CoG, and available thrust, are greatly mitigated.
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In the aforementioned cases all external effects are being applied to the low-level con-
trollers as any force or torque is directly related to the angular rate and thrust controllers
and this fact can be exploited. For achieving the necessary control performance in an
ARW, the trajectory generation problem can then be divided into two subproblems: the
attitude and thrust problem as previously discussed and the translation problem, where
it has been shown that these systems can be cascade interconnected [68, 69]. The tra-
jectory controller is generating reference set points for the attitude and thrust controller,
and as such the high-level control problem can been confronted using several different
approaches. Compared to for example [70, 71, 72], where trajectory and way points are
directly converted to motor commands based on the model of the MAV, which gives
profound agile maneuvering capabilities, while it introduces strong dependence between
control layers, utilized models, and their respective parameters. For driving the systems
to their limits and if the same control system has only one frame, it is a valid approach,
however in the case of ARWs, which are characterized by heterogeneity, excessive tuning
would be needed. If one were to look from an industrial perspective, an approach that
uses separation of concerns is more applicable, which implies that a separation is made
between the attitude/thrust controller and the high-level controllers. While this approach
cannot achieve the same absolute performance as the full model approaches mentioned
does, it reduces complexity immensely and the low-level attitude and thrust controller
can be seen as a simple first order system for use in the high-level control scheme, as
is done in [73] for example, where control signal bounds can easily be included into the
formulation. Finally and more importantly, this reduces vendor lock-in, as the low-level
control systems can easily be replaced and re-identified.

1.3 Thesis Overview

This thesis is split into 6 main Chapters. In Chapter 2, the mathematical foundation
for rotations, motor models, kinematic model, and sensors are described. Moreover, an
overview of the low-level hardware is given, which is the main testbed for the algorithms
in this thesis. In Chapter 3 the underlying theory of egomotion, based on IMU kinemat-
ics, and parameter estimation, based on the models from Chapter 2, are described and
evaluated by the use of different measurement systems, together with a note on numeri-
cal stability for implementors of such schemes. The further utilization of the estimated
states and parameters is described in Chapter 4, where three different control architec-
tures are presented with focus on adaptability and simplicity, meant to highlight the
possible choices we as control engineers face and the trade offs we must make. Finally
in Chapter 5 the use case of the ARW is presented together with field trials where the
majority of experimentation has been done, and the final conclusions are presented in
Chapter 6.

The subsystems described in the prequel can be seen as fundamental system compo-
nents, and to give an overview of their respective connections to each other in an ARW is
presented in Figure 1.2. It’s important to note that these systems are all complementary
to each other, where the combination gives rise to the full core functionality of the ARW.
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Figure 1.2: A complete overview of the entire ARW, from references and control to estimation
and filtering, where r is the collection of references to the low-level controllers, u is the vector of
control signals, ym is the collection of sensor measurements, while yIMU is the acceleration and
angular rate measured by the IMU including vibrations, x̂ is the vector of estimated egomotion
states, β̂ is the vector of estimated parameters, and finally Π̂ is the vector of identified vibration
frequencies to tune the notch filters and T̂ are the calibration matrices for the IMU. A thin line
represents a vector and a double line represents a collection of vectors or a matrix.

1.3.1 My contributions

Overall the content of this thesis is based on the research done and the combination of
multiple articles where each one and its corresponding contribution is summarized bellow
to give a condensed overview:

1. E. Fresk and G. Nikolakopoulos, Full Quaternion Based Attitude Control for a
Quadrotor, ECC 2013.

The contribution in this article was a novel quaternion based control scheme for
the attitude control problem of a quadrotor, which had the strong merit of being
free of singularities, while being of low computational complexity.

2. E. Fresk and G. Nikolakopoulos, Experimental Model Derivation and Control of a
Variable Pitch Propeller Quadrotor, MSC 2014.
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The contribution of this article was to present a novel quaternion based control
scheme for the attitude control problem of a quadrotor equipped with variable pitch
propellers. Moreover, the underlying models for power and thrust were derived and
experimentally verified.

3. E. Fresk and G. Nikolakopoulos, Experimental Evaluation of a Full Quaternion
Based Attitude Quadrotor Controller, EFTA 2015.

The main contribution of this article was to experimentally evaluate the controllers
of the previous papers under step changes combined with disturbances.

4. E. Fresk and G. Nikolakopoulos, Frame Induced Vibration Estimation and Atten-
uation Scheme on a Multirotor helicopter, CDC 2014.

The main contribution in this article was to establish an induced frame vibration
identification and attenuation scheme, specifically targeting the area of multirotors
while also giving insight into possible implementation issues.

5. E. Fresk, G. Nikolakopoulos and T. Gustafsson, A Generalized Reduced-Complexity
Inertial Navigation System for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, IEEE Transactions on
Control Systems Technology 2016.

The contribution of this article was a generic approach to attitude and position
estimation, suited for multirotors, by establishing a generic framework, which can
include adaptive methods to determine the thrust properties of the engines.

6. E. Fresk, S. Mansouri, C. Kanellakis, E. Halen, G. Nikolakopoulos, Reduced Com-
plexity Calibration of MEMS IMUs, MED 2017.

In this article the main contribution was a low complexity calibration algorithm for
IMUs, where the need for rotating reference tables were eliminated.

7. E. Fresk, K. Ödmark and G. Nikolakopoulos, Ultra WideBand enabled Inertial
Odometry for Generic Localization, IFAC 2017.

The overall contribution of this article was a generic inertial odometry localiza-
tion system utilizing UWB distance measurements for corrections. It was based on
two measurement schemes, one cyclic and one based on stochastic events, which
has the strong merit of minimizing the sampling rate.

8. S. S. Mansouri, C. Kanellakis, E. Fresk, D. Kominiak, G. Nikolakopoulos, Coop-
erative UAVs as a tool for Aerial Inspection of the Aging Infrastructure, FSR 2017.

The contribution of this article is an aerial tool towards the autonomous coop-
erative coverage and inspection of a 3D infrastructure using multiple MAVs. The
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MAVs are relying only on their onboard computer and sensory system, deployed
for inspection of the 3D structure.

9. E. Fresk, D. Wuthier and G. Nikolakopoulos, Generalized Center of Gravity Com-
pensation for Multirotors with Application to Aerial Manipulation, IROS 2017.

The contribution of this article was a generalized parameter estimation scheme
to online estimate the CoG for multirotors, while using a geometric controller to
perform position tracking for applications in aerial manipulation.

10. E. Fresk and G. Nikolakopoulos, A generalized Frame Adaptive MPC for the low-
level control of UAVs, ECC 2018.

The main contribution of this article was an adaptive MPC scheme for the angular
rate and thrust control of a MAV. The model adaptiveness comes from estimating
the movement of the CoG combined with the thrust constant of the motors, while
also taking under consideration the control signal bounds in order to guarantee no
motor stalls.

1.3.2 Nomenclature

Throughout this thesis scalars are defined as non-bold characters, such as s or S, while
vectors are bold lowercase letters, such as v and finally matrices are bold uppercase
letters, such as A, while coordinate frames are defined as, for example, the world frame
W , where e.g. vW is a vector in the world frame.
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Chapter 2

Multirotor Modeling and Sensors

2.1 Quaternion definition & rotations

As an introduction to quaternions, and for establishing the necessary supporting mathe-
matical background for the modeling, estimation and control in this thesis, this Section
is going to present the basic algebraic concepts behind the idea of quaternions, and their
properties, including the use as a non-singular rotation representation. For a more com-
prehensive analysis and an in depth description of these mathematical tools the reader
is refereed to the following publications [74, 75].

2.1.1 Definition

A quaternion is a hyper complex number of rank 4, which can be represented in many
ways, while:

q = qw + qxi+ qyj + qzk, (2.1)

q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
qw
qx
qy
qz

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ �
[
qw
qv

]
(2.2)

represent two of the most popular approaches where {qw, qx, qy, qz} ∈ R, q ∈ H, and
i, j, k ∈ C are the complex numbers defined as:

i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1. (2.3)

The quaternion units qx, qy and qz are called the vector part (qv), or also the complex
part, of the quaternion, while qw is the scalar part. The multiplication of two quaternions,

15
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denoted with p⊗ q expands to the following after applying equation (2.3) and utilizing
the vector form:

p⊗ q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
pwqw − pxqx − pyqy − pzqz
pwqx + pxqw + pyqz − pzqy
pwqy − pxqz + pyqw + pzqx
pwqz + pxqy − pyqx + pzqw

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

[
pwqw − p�

v qv

pwqv + qwpv + pv × qv

]
, (2.4)

which also can be represented as a matrix multiplication,

p⊗ q = [p]Lq =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
pw −px −py −pz
px pw −pz py
py pz pw −px
pz −py px pw

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
qw
qx
qy
qz

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.5)

or equally,

p⊗ q = [q]Rp =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
qw −qx −qy −qz
qx qw qz −qy
qy −qz qw qx
qz qy −qx qw

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
pw
px
py
pz

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.6)

where the matrices are more simply written as

[q]L = qwI4×4 +

[
0 −q�

v

qv [qv]×

]
, (2.7)

[q]R = qwI4×4 +

[
0 −q�

v

qv −[qv]×

]
, (2.8)

where [ • ]× is the cross product in matrix notation of the corresponding vector,

[v]× �

⎡
⎣ 0 −vz vy

vz 0 −vx
−vy vx 0

⎤
⎦ . (2.9)

It should be noted that the quaternion product is non-commutative in the general case,
i.e. p⊗ q �= q ⊗ p, while the product is however associative, (p⊗ q)⊗ r = p⊗ (q ⊗ r).

The norm of a quaternion follows the definition of complex numbers, as

‖q‖ �
√
q2w + q2x + q2y + q2z , (2.10)

we assume that all quaternions in this thesis have unitary length and thus are called unit
quaternions. The complex conjugate of a quaternion follows the definition of complex
numbers where the sign of the complex part is inverted as

q∗ �
[
qw
−qv

]
. (2.11)
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The inverse of a quaternion is defined analogously to the normal complex number as

q−1 � q∗

‖q‖2 . (2.12)

Moreover, if the length of the quaternion is unitary then the inverse is the same as the
conjugate.

2.1.2 Rotations and derivatives

If a quaternion is a unit quaternion, i.e. ‖q‖ = 1, q ∈ SO(3), it can be used as a rotation
operator, which is defined as

v′ = q ⊗
[
0
v

]
⊗ q∗ = R{q}v, (2.13)

while it rotates the vector v from its fixed frame to the frame represented by q. This
gives rise to the quaternion in rotation matrix form,

R{q} =

⎡
⎣q2w + q2x − q2y − q2z 2(qxqy − qwqz) 2(qxqz + qwqy)

2(qxqy + qwqz) q2w − q2x + q2y − q2z 2(qyqz − qwqx)
2(qxqz − qwqy) 2(qyqz + qwqx) q2w − q2x − q2y + q2z

⎤
⎦ , (2.14)

which, more intuitively, comes from combining equation (2.7), (2.8) and (2.13) as,

q ⊗
[
0
v

]
⊗ q∗ = [q∗]R[q]L

[
0
v

]
=

[
0

R{q}v
]
, (2.15)

where the final result is attained from extracting the vector part of the resulting quater-
nion. In this thesis the rotation matrix always implies a quaternion and vice versa, hence
the following shorthand notation is used R = R{q}. Moreover, composition of rotations
using quaternions follows the same intuitive procedure as with rotation matrices:

qAC = qAB ⊗ qBC, (2.16)

where it can be analogously be written by using rotation matrices:

RAC = R{qAC} = R{qAB ⊗ qBC} = R{qAB}R{qBC} = RABRBC. (2.17)

While the quaternion is a powerful way to parameterize rotations, converting from and to
more intuitive representations is a necessary tool, where the axis-angle vector to quater-
nions is one:

q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cos

(
θ

2

)
sin

(
θ

2

)
u

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.18)
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where u ∈ S
2 is the rotation axis and θ ∈ R is the angle of rotation.

The derivative of a quaternion in passive Hamilton form [32] comes from the definition
of perturbations, where perturbations in the local frame are multiplied from the right
hand side, while perturbations in the global frame are multiplied from the left hand side
as:

q̃ = q ⊗ΔqL, (2.19)

q̃ = ΔqG ⊗ q, (2.20)

where the perturbation is defined as Δθ = Δθ · u, and the frame determines in which
frame the perturbation angle is, which gives for local perturbations:

ΔqL �
[

1
1
2
ΔθL

]
+O(||ΔθL||2), (2.21)

while the same reasoning gives the global perturbation. To derive the derivative, we
follow the definition of a derivative:

q̇ � lim
Δt→0

q(t+Δt)− q(t)

Δt
(2.22)

= lim
Δt→0

q(t)⊗ΔqL − q(t)

Δt
(2.23)

= lim
Δt→0

q(t)⊗
(
ΔqL −

[
1
0

])
Δt

(2.24)

= lim
Δt→0

q(t)⊗
⎡
⎣ 0
1

2

ΔθL + 2 ·O(||ΔθL||2)
Δt

⎤
⎦ (2.25)

= lim
Δt→0

q(t)⊗
⎡
⎣ 0
1

2

ΔtωL(t) + 2 ·O(||ΔtωL(t)||2)
Δt

⎤
⎦ (2.26)

=
1

2
q(t)⊗

[
0

ωL(t)

]
, (2.27)

in case that the angular velocity vector is in the local frame of reference, i.e. local
perturbations, and as

q̇ =
1

2

[
0
ωG

]
⊗ q (2.28)

if the angular velocity vector is in the global frame of reference, i.e. global perturbations,
where ω = [ωx, ωy, ωz]

� ∈ R
3 is the angular rate vector.
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2.1.3 Conversions to angles

While for representing quaternion rotations in a more intuitive manner, the conversion
from Euler angles to quaternion and from quaternion to Euler angles can be performed
by utilizing the following two equations respectively,

q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
cφ/2cθ/2cψ/2 + sφ/2sθ/2sψ/2
sφ/2cθ/2cψ/2 − cφ/2sθ/2sψ/2
cφ/2sθ/2cψ/2 + sφ/2cθ/2sψ/2
cφ/2cθ/2sψ/2 − sφ/2sθ/2cψ/2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.29)

and the inverse transform as⎡
⎣φθ
ψ

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣atan2(2(qwqx + qyqz), 1− 2(q2x + q2y))

asin(2(qwqy − qxqz))
atan2(2(qwqz + qxqy), 1− 2(q2y + q2z))

⎤
⎦ . (2.30)

This property is very useful when the aim is to represent the orientation in angles, while
retaining the overall system in a quaternion form.

2.1.4 Quaternion conventions of this thesis

As was already hinted in the prequel, all quaternions in this thesis follows the passive
Hamilton form, which is commonly used in the Eigen C++ Numerical Linear Algebra
Library [76], Robotic Operating System (ROS) [77], Google Ceres solver [78], to name a
few. As discussed in [32], the passive Hamilton notation has the following properties:

1. Uses right hand notation, i.e. ij = k

2. Passive, i.e. a rotation represents a rotation of frames, not vectors

3. Right-to-left products describe Local-to-Global rotations, i.e. q � qGL and vG =
q ⊗ vL ⊗ q∗

2.2 Motor’s Thrust and Power usage models

The thrust and torque models of a motor used on multirotors has had extensive research,
with [28, 79] being some iconic works, where the basic model of the motor and propeller
combination are examined. To give a more complete image of the thrust and power
models, a variable pitch propeller setup is used that gives the freedom to select the pitch
of the propeller. A variable pitch propeller is a type of propeller system utilized on
out-runner motors, which have a mechanical mechanism to change the pitch of the rotor
blades as opposed to their fixed pitch counterparts.
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2.2.1 Theoretical Model

For consistency and simplicity of finding the variable pitch propeller’s experimental
model, a simplified theoretical model will be derived. A representation of a rotating
propeller is presented in Figure 2.1, where the airflow is assumed to be laminar and the
air in front of the propeller is stationary. From these assumptions and the Bernoulli’s

P1 P2
v1 v2

A

Ω
l

h

θp

Fprop

V

Ω

Figure 2.1: Pressures and wind velocities generated by a propeller are presented in the left sub
figure, where P1−2 are pressures, v1−2 are velocities, A is the area and V is the volume of one
propeller revolution, Ω is the rotational speed and Fprop is the generated thrust, while in the right
figure a cross section of a propeller is presented, where l is the width, h is the height relative
the rotational direction and θp is the pitch angle of the blade.

Principle, which states that an increase in the speed of a fluid occurs simultaneously with
a decrease in pressure,

v2

2
+ gz +

P

ρ
= const., (2.31)

the change of airspeed and pressure from before to after the propeller can be derived as:

v21
2

+
P1

ρ
=

v22
2

+
P2

ρ
(2.32)

v1 ≈ 0 ⇒ v22
2

=
P1 − P2

ρ
, (2.33)

while the force generated by the differential pressure comes naturally:

ΔP =
F

A
⇒ Fprop =

Aρ

2
v22. (2.34)

To derive the airspeed after the propeller, it is assumed that one revolution of the blades
moves an air-mass with cylindrical volume V in every revolution and it has a rotational
speed Ω, resulting in the airflow Q and airspeed u2, as:

Q = V · 2πΩ = 2Ah · 2πΩ = 4πAl sin(θp)Ω (2.35)

v2 =
Q

A
= 4πl sin(θp)Ω (2.36)
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The resulting force generated Fprop is presented as it follows:

Fprop = 8π2Al2ρ sin2(θp)Ω
2 = AF sin2 (θp)Ω

2 (2.37)

where AF is the collections of aerodynamic constants. This model was designed to
provide the general characteristics of the propellers for experimental validation, as the
assumptions made are ideal, while will provide the general characteristics of the trust
response. This model derivation is simpler than the model derived by [80], however this
model will prove more accurate as will be discussed in the experimental validation.

2.2.2 Thrust and Power Experimental Setup

The experimental setup for testing and constructing the power part of the model of the
variable pitch propeller system, is depicted in Figure 2.2. To achieve the variable pitch
mechanism, there is a rod going though the center of the electric motor, connecting the
variable pitch mechanism to a servo-actuator controlling the pitch. Moreover, there is an
angle sensor that measures the angle of the servo-actuator, and a sensor that measures
the rotational speed of the motor attached to the side of the assembly.

Figure 2.2: A variable pitch propeller mounted to the experimental base. (1) is the Variable
Pitch assembly, (2) is the servo actuator’s rotating push rod, (3) is the angle measurement
assembly and (4) is the printed plastic holding frame.

The electric motor utilized is the AXI 2212/20 EVP and is of a brushless design, which
implies that it is a 3-phase Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) and driving
it directly from a Direct Current (DC) voltage, as with a normal brushed motor, will not
work as it needs three voltages with 120° phase shift from each other. Converting DC
to the three signals is handled by the Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) that effectively
works as an 3-phase inverter that controls the frequency of the signals in order to control
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the rotational speed, since this frequency is directly proportional to the rotational speed
of the motor.

The complete experimental setup to measure thrust, rotational speed, pitch angle
and power consumption is presented in Figure 2.3. This system has been designed to
ensure simplicity of parts, where most parts are 3D printed. It consists of the motor
and sensor assembly on one of the square tubes, with the other tube pressing against
a scale to measure thrust and a weight to counteract the weight of the motor and the
sensor assembly. The distance from the rotational point to the motor assembly and to
the scale is the same, hence the mass measured directly corresponds to the thrust being
generated. In order to guarantee that the tilting system would not introduce errors, it
was suspended in low friction ball-bearings, while it has been assumed that negligible
counter torque is produced in the rotation point.

Figure 2.3: The variable pitch propeller and sensor assembly mounted to the complete experi-
mental setup.

Experimental Results and Model Derivation

For the following model derivations, the corresponding data sets have been gathered by
utilizing grid based measurements with a pitch step of 0.077 rad and 10% increments in
throttle.

Static Models For experimentally estimating constant AF from (2.37), denoted as
Aexp

F , the experimental data points depicted in Figure 2.4 have been utilized. More
specifically, a Least-Squares plane fit has been applied, which produced the corresponding
mesh grid, depicted at the same Figure 2.4, with Aexp

F = 1.788 · 10−5. As it can be
observed, the data points and the corresponding model matches very well with very
small errors with an Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) of 0.17 N. This also shows, in
contradiction with [80], that the propellers can produce great force at higher pitch angles.
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This, most likely, comes from the fact that the Newtonian component of the generated
thrust overtakes the lift generated laminar flow of air when the blades go into blade stall.
However, for quick maneuvers is it possible to use these high pitch angles.

The derivation of the power consumption model has been executed by examining the
power consumption data points versus the pitch angle and the rotational speed as it can
be depicted in Figure 2.5. Under a constant rotational speed, a general trend was found
that can be mathematically formulated as it follows:

P (θp,Ω) =
(
AP +BP sin5 θp

)
Ω2 (2.38)

with AP and BP being general constants. This P (θp,Ω) relation showed very good
match with small error deviations at an RMSE of 3.8 W, as it can be seen in Figure 2.5,
by overlaying the generated plane over the measurements with AP = 3.233 · 10−5 and
BP = 2.127·10−3. What should be noted is that it follows the same quadratic relationship
to rotational rate as the thrust does, implying that a low rotational rate is desired.
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Figure 2.4: Model fit of 90 static thrust measurements. The crosses denote measurements and
the mesh is the plane fit.

Transient Models To derive, and validate with [79], the transient models step re-
sponses of pitch and rotational speed, with respect to constant step reference changes,
were examined. In both cases a first order response fit was successfully derived with very
small error deviations, as depicted in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, with the resulting transfer
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Figure 2.5: Model fit of 90 static power consumption measurements. The crosses denote mea-
surements and the mesh is the plane fit.
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Figure 2.6: Transient model fit of pitch step response. Crosses denotes measurements and
dashed line is model fit.

functions:

θp(s) =
θs

1 + τθs
(2.39)

θs = θp,max uθ

Ω(s) =
Ωs(θp, u)

1 + τΩ(θp)s
, (2.40)

where the control signal has been bounded by −1 ≤ uθ ≤ 1 and with a time constant
of τθ = 0.0206 s, while τΩ(θp) and Ωs(θp, u) are the time constant and the peak value of
the rotational speed respectively. However, at different pitches, the τΩ(θp), Ωs(θp, u) con-
stants change, as it can be observed from the experimental data presented in Figure 2.7,
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Figure 2.7: Transient model fits of rotational speed step responses. Crosses denotes measure-
ments and dashed line is model fit.
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Figure 2.8: Top figure depicts the time constant of rotational speed as a function of pitch
angle and the bottom figure depict the maximum rotational speed as a function of pitch angle
respectively.

and thus two models for the time constant and the peak value of the rotational speed
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was further elaborated as:

τΩ(θp) = AΩ +BΩθ
2
p (2.41)

Ωs(θp, u) =
(
Au +Buθ

2
p

)
uΩ (2.42)

with the following parameters’ values for the experimental setup:

AΩ = 0.1649, BΩ = −0.1029

Au = 1.636 · 103, Bu = −1.974 · 103

and with the corresponding control signal bounded in 0 ≤ uΩ ≤ 1. These models, have
experimentally shown to be sufficient to capture the general response of the variable pitch
propellers as it can be depicted in Figure 2.8. The two control signals, uθ and uΩ, were
chosen to always be relative to the maximum as this coincides well with how control
signals are sent to the hardware.

While for the rest of this thesis we will only use the fixed pitch case, it gives insight to
other interesting trends as [80] investigated. The variable pitch propellers gives interest-
ing features we as control engineers can use, but it adds complexity, which counteracts the
purpose of mechanical simplicity in multirotors. Moreover, it says that for the fixed pitch
case there are only three parameters, which are needed to model the motor (neglecting
gyroscopic effects):

f i = AF,iΩ
2
i,maxu

2
i n̂i, (2.43)

τ i = −sgn(Ωi)BF,iΩ
2
i,maxu

2
i n̂i, (2.44)

ui =
1

τis+ 1
uM,i, (2.45)

where AF,i ∈ R+ is the thrust constant, while BF,i ∈ R+ is the torque constant, of the
motor/propeller combination, Ωi,max ∈ R+ is the maximum rotational rate of the motor,
which can be time dependent due to declining battery voltage or mechanical wear. More-
over, τi ∈ R+ is the time-constant of the motor/speed controller combination and uM,i

is the commanded normalized rotor velocity, while finally n̂i ∈ S
2 is the thrust/torque

direction vector of the ith motor. All parameters presented in these equations will be
extensively used in this thesis, while a depiction of a motor is presented in Figure 2.9.

2.3 Multirotor Modeling

For all the following derivations and discussions a model, from control signal to torques
and forces, is needed that is the modeling the rigid body of the multirotor. To start we
used the standard Newton-Euler kinematics equations as:[

fB
τB

]
=

[
mI3×3 0

0 Icm

] [
aB
ω̇B

]
+

[
0

ωB × IcmωB

]
, (2.46)
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n̂i

Ωi

Figure 2.9: An overview of a motor’s directionality vector, together with the direction of rota-
tional rate.

where

ωB =

⎡
⎣ωx

ωy

ωz

⎤
⎦ ∈ R

3, τB =

⎡
⎣τxτy
τz

⎤
⎦ ∈ R

3, aB =

⎡
⎣axay
az

⎤
⎦ ∈ R

3, (2.47)

are the angular rates, the torques and the linear accelerations, all in the body frame of
reference, along the x, y and z-axis respectively, m ∈ R+ is the mass of the rigid object,
and Icm ∈ R

3×3 is the inertia matrix defined as:

Icm =

⎡
⎣IXX 0 0

0 IY Y 0
0 0 IZZ

⎤
⎦ , (2.48)

with multirotor frames generally being symmetric, hence we assume that the inertia
matrix is close to diagonal, with the off-diagonal entries being much smaller than the
diagonal, which follows the same approach as [79].

With the generalization that a nominal distance vector from the CoG to each motor is

parameterized with the distance vector lB,i =
[
lx,i ly,i lz,i

]� ∈ R
3, we get the following
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model for the motors to torque and thrust by using equations (2.43-2.44) as:

[
f total

B
τ total
B

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

N∑
i=1

f i(u
2
i )

N∑
i=1

lB,i × f i(u
2
i ) + τ i(u

2
i ) + τ P,i(ui,ωB)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.49)

where the sub-index i corresponds to the ith motor and

τ P,i(ui,ωB) = −IP sgn(Ωi)Ωi,maxui(ωB × n̂i) (2.50)

is the gyroscopic torque of the motors where IP is the moment of inertia for the mo-
tor/propeller combination. Here it should be noted that in most frames the gyroscopic
torques only have an effect if the algebraic sum of the rotational rates is not zero, while
in practice the sum is generally close to zero.

Multirotor body frame

XCOGtrue

Z

Y

COGnom

ΔlB

Figure 2.10: A description of the offset COG from the body frame perspective.

The description in equation (2.49) is however insufficient from a practical point of
view, as knowing the true CoG can be a very tedious process, while knowing the geometric
center of the frame is simple to extract from Computer Aided Design (CAD) drawings
or measuring in reality. To describe the influence from the starting guess of the nominal
CoG, an offset distance parameter, ΔlB ∈ R

3, is added, as depicted in Figure 2.10, which
augments equation (2.49) to

[
f total

B
τ total
B

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

N∑
i=1

f i(u
2
i )

N∑
i=1

(lB,i +ΔlB)× f i(u
2
i ) + τ i(u

2
i ) + τ P,i(ui,ωB)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2.51)

where ΔlB is the offset vector of the nominal, or starting guess, CoG to the true CoG
in the body frame of reference. This, combined with the Newton-Euler kinematics of
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equation (2.46) generates the final relationship, from the control signal to the acceleration
and the angular acceleration as:

[
aB
ω̇B

]
=

⎡
⎣· · · AF,iΩ

2
max,in̂i

m
· · ·

· · · I−1
cm

[
(lB,i +ΔlB)× AF,iΩ

2
max,in̂i − sgn(Ωi)BF,iΩ

2
max,in̂i

] · · ·

⎤
⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Allocation matrix A

⎡
⎢⎣

...
u2
i
...

⎤
⎥⎦+

+

[
03×1

I−1
cm(ωB × IcmωB)

]
−
⎡
⎣ 03×1

I−1
cm

∑
i

IP sgn(Ωi)Ωi,maxui(ωB × n̂i)

⎤
⎦ (2.52)

u̇i =
uM,i − ui

τi

This representation of a frame, presented in equation (2.52), is the most general
form for the case of multirotors, as it allows frames of any geometry, with the motors
having any orientation with any set of thrust, torque and time-constant parameters.
Furthermore, this equation directly relates to the available measurements, as will be
discussed in Section 2.4, to the parameters as the accelerometer directly observes the
accelerations and the gyroscope observes the integral of the angular acceleration.

While the derivations made in the prequel are straight forward and follow a rather
common approach, the impact of including the nominal and offset of the CoG in the
modeling is significant when it comes to estimator and control design as will be discussed
in Chapter 3 and 4, as the parameters can reduce the number of integrators used in the
low-level control system, such as in [81, 82], where the low-level controller use integra-
tors to compensate for errors in the CoG and modeling of the frame geometry, or give
important information about the available thrust, movement of CoG, etc.

2.4 Sensors & Hardware

2.4.1 Inertial Measurement Units

The main sensor utilized in this thesis is the Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)
IMU, more specifically the MEMS gyroscope and accelerometer due to their small size,
low cost and high availability, while being an integral part of the control system in MAVs,
as it will presented in Section 2.4.2. These sensors do however suffer from several non-
ideal effects, such as gain, bias and axis misalignment errors, which are a combination
off static and varying errors. For the accelerometer and gyroscope, these errors can be
modeled in the standard way as in [41, 35]. More specifically, the accelerometer can be
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Figure 2.11: An overview of different IMUs, from the left: Analog Devices ADIS16445, xSens
MTI-1 and Invensense MPU-6000, where the ADIS16445 is an example of a tactical grade IMU,
while the MPU-6000 is a consumer grade IMU.

expressed as:

am = T aas + ab +wa (2.53)

as = atrue +R�
WIgW (2.54)

ȧb = wab, (2.55)

with T a ∈ R
3×3 to be the transform matrix, where each row contains the corresponding

sensitivity and axis misalignment as:

ti,a = si,au
�
i,a, (2.56)

where si,a ∈ R
+ is the accelerometer sensitivity and ui,a ∈ S

2 is the sensing direction of the
ith axis with i ∈ [0, 1, 2]. While, ab ∈ R

3 is the accelerometer bias, wa ∼ N (0,Σa), wab ∼
N (0,Σab) denote the measurement and driving bias instability noise respectively, and
R�

WIgW ∈ R
3 is the gravity vector in the IMU frame. For the case of gyroscope, the

errors can be defined as it follows:

ωm = T ωωtrue + T sas + ωb +wω (2.57)

ω̇b = wωb, (2.58)

where T ω ∈ R
3×3 is the transform matrix containing the gain and the misalignment er-

rors, similarly, as in the accelerometer case, T s ∈ R
3×3 is the transform matrix containing

the gyroscope’s acceleration sensitivity, and wω ∼ N (0,Σω), wωb ∼ N (0,Σωb) denotes
measurement and driving bias instability noise respectively.

Generally, in the majority of works, the transform matrices T a and T ω are assumed
to be diagonal matrices with the datasheet values, while T s is assumed to be zero, with
the motivation that the sensors have been calibrated. While for some high-end sensors
this is a valid assumption, however in systems where cost is of importance implementors
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often choose to use consumer grade IMUs, where these effects are partially uncompen-
sated. However, the compensation of these errors, through calibration and good hardware
design, will be discussed in Chapter 3.4.

Moreover, the covariances of the sensor are generally assumed to be isotropic as
the sensors are often approximately isotropic, while it is also common to do to ease
implementation of estimation algorithms as will be explored in Chapter 3.1, resulting in
the following covariances:

Σa = σ2
aI, Σab = σ2

abI, Σω = σ2
ωI, Σωb = σ2

ωbI. (2.59)

2.4.2 KFly MAV Flight Control System

As the research on MAVs approach more high-level tasks, the underlying low-level, hard
real-time, sensor sampling and control systems starts to be forgotten as just a component
that is assumed to simply work, and provide sensor data, attitude control, direct motor
commands, etc. However, as the work in this thesis heavily concentrates on the low-level
aspects, or the core, of ARWs an exact understanding of the low-level system is also
needed to understand all the internal cross couplings and limitations. With this goal in
mind, and at the start of the work presented in this thesis, a low-level, open-source, ROS
supported, MAV control system was developed to give full understanding and provide full
adaptability of the underlying low-level hardware, named the KFly. KFly was designed
to increase the awareness, while also acting as a gateway for implementing some of the
algorithms in this thesis, in the low-level system, which includes IMU signal conditioning,
state and parameter estimation, used to test low-level control algorithms, to name a few,
while also acting as a low-level interface to a high-level computer.

The overview of the corresponding architecture of the system is presented in Fig-
ure 2.13, while the design specifications are presented as follows.

Micro Controller Unit: The Micro Controller Unit (MCU) driving the system is
ST’s STM32F405RGT6, an 32-bit ARM Cortex-M4F Central Processing Unit (CPU)
featuring a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) core and an 32-bit single precision Floating
Point Unit (FPU), all running at 168 MHz where most math operations have single cycle
execution. Furthermore, the MCU has two built in 32-bit timers and twelve 16-bit timers
each with four Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) outputs. For offloading the MCU from
the data transfer tasks it features a 16-channel Direct Memory Access (DMA) controller
with Memory to Memory, Peripheral to Memory and Memory to Peripheral transfer
modes.

Sensors: The system uses three main sensors on board, which are mainly used for
estimation and control, these are:

IMU: Invensense’s MPU-6050 MEMS Accelerometer and Gyroscope System on a
Chip (SOC) for measuring acceleration and angular velocity, with a full scale range of
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Figure 2.12: A photo of KFly v3.1 (taken in 2013), where the sensors (at the bottom left),
MCU (center) and input/output connectors are shown. The orange bottom part is half of the
3D printed case used to protect from ESD discharges at the middle of the PCB, since only the
inputs and outputs are protected.

Accelerometer &
Gyroscope

Invensense MPU-6050
ESC Motor

Magnetometer
Honeywell HMC5983

Barometer
Meas. Spec. MS5611

Communication
to high-level
AAEON UP

RC Receiver
FrSky

ESC Motor

Micro Controller Unit
ST STM32F405RGT6
ARM Cortex-M4F

ChibiOS/RT Kernel

I2C Bus DShot1200

UART S.BUS

Figure 2.13: A detailed overview of the hardware architecture of the KFly system.

±16 g and ±2000 degrees/s, both with 16-bit accuracy. It is sampling at 1000 Hz and
running each sample trough an internal low-pass filter with an 256 Hz cut-off frequency.
Both the accelerometer and the gyroscope has resonance frequencies well outside (above
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30 kHz) the vibrations created by an air frame. The sensor communicates with the MCU
via an Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus running at 400 kbit/s.

Magnetometer: Honeywell’s HMC5983 Magnetometer for detecting North / South
/ East / West with 5 milli-Gauss resolution. Sampling is done at 75 Hz and it uses the
same I2C bus as the previous sensor.

Barometer: MEAS Switzerland’s MS5611-01BA03 Barometric Pressure Sensor used
as an altimeter utilizing a 24-bit ΔΣ Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) for an altitude
resolution of 10 cm. Sampling is done at 20 Hz and it uses the same I2C bus as the
previous sensors. Hence all sensors share the same communication bus as depicted in
Figure 2.13. This sensor is currently not used but is available if the need arises.

Sampling jitter: What should be noted is that since the communication bus is
heavily loaded, jitter can be introduced in the IMU sampling if any of the other sensors are
being read. To mitigate this, a predictive algorithm runs which predicts if the requested
magnetometer or the barometer read will collide with an IMU read and, if so, it will
stall the sensor read to after the IMU has been read, which minimizes jitter in the IMU
measurements.

Communication: The system has four expansion ports, each featuring a Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) running at a maximum of 7.2 Mbaud, a
single Controller Area Network (CAN) port and a Universal Serial Bus (USB) configured
as a Virtual COM-Port (VCP) for increased flexibility. All ports have protection from
Electro-Static Discharge (ESD) and over current protection. Wireless communication
such as X-Bee, Zig-Bee or Bluetooth or additional sensors, such as GPS, optical flow
cameras or sonar can be connected to the UART ports to expand its capabilities. For
communication with the high-level computer, a 921.6 kbaud, Consistent Overhead Byte
Stuffing (COBS) encoded [83] data stream is used for efficient and small data packets.

Inputs: For receiving inputs for manual flight and safety piloting, the system has a
main S.BUS serial input, which also can be reconfigured into six standard Pulse Period
Modulation (PPM) inputs, or serialized complementary PPM signal for twelve inputs
on a single channel with Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) on another channel.
By supporting S.BUS most commercial, and hobby, Radio Control (RC) receivers and
transmitters can be used in conjunction with the system without any issues.

Outputs: The system has eight outputs for controlling motors or servos, all ESD and
over current protected, with the following supported servo/ESC protocols: 50 Hz and 400
Hz PPM, which are the only supported continuous output waveforms, while additionally
OneShot125, OneShot84, OneShot42, Multishot, DShot1200, DShot600, DShot300 and
DShot150 are supported, which are the major event based protocols – only providing
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outputs when the controllers have calculated new motor values. While the DShot proto-
cols are digital protocols, which are the replacement for all the old time based protocols.
All outputs have a resolution of 2000 steps to minimize the effects of quantization.

Operating System: The system currently features the ChibiOS/RT kernel [84], where
ChibiOS handles the communication with the hardware, the mutual exclusions for the
communication buses, Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) handler synchronization and data
processing synchronization. This was chosen due to its ease of use and its highly efficient
and well tested implementation, giving processing algorithms more computational time.



Chapter 3

Egomotion and Parameter
Estimation Framework

In the area of robotics one of the main questions, if not the most important one, is
“Where am I?”, a fundamental question which is the driving force for many research
activities in this area – more commonly known as the problem of localization. Generally
in the specific case of autonomous robots the localization problem sets the performance
constraints of the system as the more dexterous the localization information is the more
complicated and accurate the robotic tasks can be accomplished. In the ideal situation,
where the robotic system can be operated with an almost perfect localization information,
e.g. by the utilization of motion capture systems, the robotic systems can be pushed to
their limits with a profound set of capabilities and autonomy levels [36].

In this Chapter we will examine ways of achieving localization by examining one of
the common estimator formulations known as the Error-State Kalman Filter (ESKF) and
how it can be used as a robust foundation for further development, while also connecting
back to control through model parameter estimation. Moreover, focus will also be given
to estimating intrinsic parameters of IMUs to compensate for manufacturing errors, and
show to eliminate common vibration errors, to highlight the issues and possibilities for
this fundamental component in ARWs.

35
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3.1 Egomotion Estimation

3.1.1 Inertial Estimation Framework

Estimation of egomotion using inertial sensors comes from the intuitive notion that we
have an IMU which measures the accelerations and angular rates in the body frame, while
being corrupted by bias and noise, that can be integrated to give a prediction estimate
for position, velocity, and attitude. This can be written using the form of true kinematics
in continuous time as:

ṗW,t = vW,t (3.1)

v̇W,t = aW,t (3.2)

q̇W,t =
1

2
qW,t ⊗ ωB,t (3.3)

ḃa,t = wab (3.4)

ḃω,t = wωb (3.5)

where the measured acceleration and angular rate can be expressed from the true kine-
matics:

aB,m = RWB,t(aW,t − gW,t) + ba,t +wa (3.6)

ωB,m = ωB,t + bω,t +wω (3.7)

and W together with B highlights the world and body frame in which each contribution
is, while RWB,t � R{qW,t} from equation (2.17), and gW,t is the local gravity vector. By
substituting these into the kinematics equations, the full true kinematics system is given
as:

ṗW,t = vW,t (3.8)

v̇W,t = R�
WB,t(aB,m − ba,t −wa) + gW,t (3.9)

q̇W,t =
1

2
qW,t ⊗ (ωB,m − bω,t −wω) (3.10)

ḃa,t = wab (3.11)

ḃω,t = wωb (3.12)

which can be written as the state, noisy inputs and bias noise vectors:

xt =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
pW,t

vW,t

qW,t

ba,t
bω,t

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , um =

[
aB,m −wa

ωB,m −wω

]
, w =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
wa

wω

wab

wωb

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (3.13)
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while to keep notation clean and readable the frame designations will not be included in
the sequel and the frames presented above holds for all future derivations and discussions.

The system above is innovated at each IMU measurement, however if we want to use
it as a base for an estimator there is a problem: it’s not a minimal form – the quaternion
in the state vector encodes a rotation which only has 3 degrees of freedom, with 4 values.
This can give rise to singularities in the covariance matrices for the system, while to solve
this issue the system is rewritten as xt = δx⊕ x, where δx is the error state, while x is
the nominal state and ⊕ denotes generic composition as:

xt = δx⊕ x =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

δp+ p
δv + v
δq ⊗ q
δba + ba
δbω + bω

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (3.14)

Here the definition of a quaternion perturbation from equation (2.21) is used, while
discarding the higher order terms, as:

δq =

[
1

1
2
Δθ

]
, (3.15)

and note that the quaternion perturbation in equation (3.14) is multiplied from the left
which implies that the perturbation is in the global frame of reference. Our choice of using
perturbations in the global frame of reference derives from the results of [85], where it was
showed that the global perturbation formulation have advantageous theoretical property
of keeping the estimator consistent, while in the sequel we will see that the linearized
error dynamics has favorable implementation advantages as well.

With the aforementioned transformation we now have two state vectors, one nominal
and one containing the errors, as:

x =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
p
v
q
ba
bω

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , δx =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
δp
δv
δθ
δba
δbω

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.16)

where the nominal state vector has the true orientation, while the error state vector
has the orientation error, and by leveraging the small angle approximation of quaternion
perturbations the error state vector achieves a minimal form while the noises are included
in the error state. Using this representation we can now rewrite the true kinematics in
equation (3.8-3.12) into nominal state kinematics and error state kinematics, where the
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nominal state kinematics is derived as:

ṗ = v (3.17)

v̇ = R(am − ba) + g (3.18)

q̇ =
1

2
q ⊗ (ωm − bω) (3.19)

ḃa = 0 (3.20)

ḃω = 0 (3.21)

since all errors and noises are in the error state kinematics, while the linearized error
state kinematics are derived as:

˙δp = v (3.22)

˙δv = −[R(am − ba)]×δθ −Rδba −Rwa (3.23)

˙δθ = −Rδbω −Rwω (3.24)

δ̇ba = wab (3.25)

δ̇bω = wωb (3.26)

The full details of the derivation of the linearized error kinematics can be found in [32].
Moreover, if we rewrite the linearized error kinematics into transition matrix form as:

˙δx =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 I 0 0 0
0 0 −[R(am − ba)]× −R 0
0 0 0 0 −R
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F

δx+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
−Rwa

−Rwω

wab

wωb

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.27)

a very distinguishing property of the transition matrix F is reviled – the transition
matrix is nilpotent which will greatly simplify the discretization of the system required
for implementation.

Discretization

Since the measurements are not continuous time signals, where the IMU has some specific
sampling rate, the aforementioned system needs to be discretized and from the distinction
of the kinematics into nominal and error state kinematics each part can be implemented
separately.
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Nominal kinematics: By inspecting equations (3.17-3.21) we can verify that all noise
parameters have been moved into the error state equations, assisting in the discretization
as it’s simply to integrate the deterministic dynamics using any preferred method. In the
literature [32, 33, 34, 65] the 0th order (rectangle rule), 1st order and Runge-Kutta (RK)
integration methods have been extensively evaluated, where the 1st order method being
the most commonly used, due to its acceptable precision and computational complexity,
can be described as:

bω,k+1 = bω,k (3.28)

ba,k+1 = ba,k (3.29)

qk+1 = qk ⊗
(
q

{
Δt

ωk+1 + ωk

2

}
+

Δt2

24

[
0

ωk × ωk+1

])
(3.30)

vk+1 = vk +Δt

(
Rk+1ak+1 +Rkak

2
+ g

)
(3.31)

pk+1 = pk +Δt
vk+1 + vk

2
(3.32)

where ωk = ωm,k−bω,k and ak = am,k−ba,k, while it should be noted that equation (3.30)
needs to be normalized before being used as the first order quaternion integrator does
not adhere to the quaternion’s unity norm constraint.

Error kinematics: To form the discretized error kinematics, together with the prop-
agation of state covariances, using equation (3.27) and the fact that F is a linear time-
varying matrix, the discrete transition matrix of the error dynamics is formed using the
matrix exponential and by integrating the Gaussian noise parameters into noise impulses
as:

δxk+1 = eΔtF δxk + F iik = F kδxk + F iik, (3.33)

where

F k = eΔtF =
∞∑
n=0

1

!n
ΔtnF n, (3.34)

F i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0
−R 0 0 0
0 −R 0 0
0 0 I 0
0 0 0 I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.35)

ik =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
vi

θi

ai

ωi

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ∼ N (0,Qk), (3.36)
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while the system’s covariance propagates as:

P k+1 = F kP kF
�
k + F iQkF

�
i (3.37)

where the covariance matrix of the noise impulses ik is

Qk =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ΣaΔt2 0 0 0

0 ΣωΔt2 0 0
0 0 ΣabΔt 0
0 0 0 ΣωbΔt

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (3.38)

however after applying the assumptions of isotropic noise, as discussed in the IMU chap-
ter 2.4.1, the following simplification can be made:

F iQkF
�
i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 0
0 σ2

aΔt2I 0 0 0
0 0 σ2

ωΔt2I 0 0
0 0 0 σ2

abΔtI 0
0 0 0 0 σ2

ωbΔtI

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.39)

as RαIR� = αI, which simplifies the implementation of the covariance update. More-
over, the noise parameters used are the measurement noise parameters from Chapter
2.4.1 and here it is important to note that there are no tuning parameters, only known
covariances under the assumption that the IMU has been characterized, highlighting that
this estimator does not require tuning.

While the matrix exponential in equation (3.34) is generally an infinite sum, in the
case of using the global parameterization for the error kinematics the F matrix is nilpo-
tent, and as a result the matrix exponential becomes a finite sum as:

F k =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I ΔtI −Δt2

2
[R(am − ba)]× −Δt2

2
R Δt3

6
R[am − ba]×

0 I −Δt[R(am − ba)]× −ΔtR Δt2

2
R[am − ba]×

0 0 I 0 −ΔtR
0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.40)

when expanding the sum and leveraging the following simplification:

[R(am − ba)]×R = R[am − ba]×, (3.41)

which derives from the following identity on SO(3):

[Rv]× � R[v]×R�. (3.42)

This produces an upper unitriangular matrix which gives the implementors an oppor-
tunity to simplify the numerical implementation as will be presented in Chapter 3.1.4,
while for the case of parameterizing with the local rotation error the transition matrix is
not nilpotent, as described in [32], which is a strong merit for using the global attitude
error parameterization.
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3.1.2 Injecting complementary sensor data

When observing the error states, the only requirement imposed is that the measurement
can be written as a function of the nominal and error state to be a viable input to the
system:

y = h(xt) +w (3.43)

where the measurement noise is assumed to be additive and Gaussian as:

w ∼ N (0,Rk). (3.44)

These measurements are used for estimating the error states, and are integrated using
the classical Kalman Filter equations with the positive Joseph form:

Sk = HkP k|k−1H
�
k +Rk (3.45)

Kk = P k|k−1H
�
k S

−1
k (3.46)

δ̂xk = Kk (yk − h(x̂t)) (3.47)

P k|k = (I −KkHk)P k|k−1(I −KkHk)
� +KkRkK

�
k (3.48)

where it should be noted that the state is directly assigned, and not summed with the
previous state, as the previous error state is always zero. Continuing, the measurement
Jacobian matrix H is defined as:

H � ∂h

∂δx

∣∣∣∣
x

. (3.49)

where the Jacobian calculation can be transformed into an easier recognizable form by
utilizing the chain rule:

H � ∂h

∂δx

∣∣∣∣
x

=
∂h

∂xt

∣∣∣∣
x

∂xt

∂δx

∣∣∣∣
x

= HxJ δx (3.50)

where Hx is the traditional Jacobian of h(•) to its own argument, while the second part
J δx is the Jacobian of the true state in relation to the error state, which comes from the
composition of states. This Jacobian expands as:

J =

⎡
⎣I6×6

J δq

I6×6

⎤
⎦ (3.51)

where

J δq � ∂(δq ⊗ q)

∂δθ

∣∣∣∣
q

=
1

2
[q]R

[
01×3

I3×3

]
, (3.52)

allowing for user to write the Jacobians in the standard way and then simply apply the
correction for the error formulation.
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Error reset: When integrating the estimated errors into the nominal state, the error
states are reset to zero which can be described as:

δx ← g(δx) = δx� δ̂x, (3.53)

where � is the inverse of ⊕. This reset would be trivial if the state update was linear,
however the quaternion in the state vector performs a nonlinear update which must be
taken into consideration in the covariance update, in short the update is:

δ̂x ← 0 (3.54)

P ← GPG� (3.55)

where G is the Jacobian of g(δx) as:

G =
∂g

∂δx
=

⎡
⎣I6×6

I3×3 +
1
2
[δ̂θ]×

I6×6

⎤
⎦ . (3.56)

In most implementations the covariance update is neglected as the estimated error term
δ̂θ is commonly very small, reducing G to I, however if more precise covariance up-
dates are needed this can be included directly into the covariance update of the ESKF,
augmenting the covariance update to:

P k|k = Gk(I −KkHk)P k|k−1(I −KkHk)
�G�

k +GkKkRkK
�
k G

�
k . (3.57)

The Error-State Kalman Filter merits

Madyastha et al. [86] have shown that the formulation of the ESKF has the following
four strong merits:

1. The error state for the orientation is minimal by parameterizing the orientation
error with the same size as the number of degrees of freedom, adverting the issues
of singularities in the covariance matrices when enforcing constraints.

2. The error states will always be close to zero which keeps any parameter singularities
at bay, while guaranteeing that the linearizion is valid at all times.

3. With the error states always being close to zero allows for all higher order products
to be neglected, making Jacobians easy and fast to calculate.

4. Finally, with the large-signal integration of the IMU being applied in the nominal
state, the error states will have slow dynamics which allows us to apply measure-
ments at a slower rate than the IMU predictions.

To summarize, this gives us a system where the IMU measurements can be integrated
into the nominal state, while an estimator estimates the error states can be used to
fuse external measurements to observe the errors. This gives a guarantee that the error
state is always close to 0 and the small angle approximation of the quaternion holds,
while a block diagram over a generic ESKF is presented in Figure 3.1, and a reference
implementation is under way at [87].
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Figure 3.1: A condensed overview of the Error-State Kalman Filter where the IMU, sensors
and inner workings are depicted.

3.1.3 Example of Measurement Systems

Motion Capture Systems

One of the common measurement system available in laboratory environments is the
Motion Capture System which is generally a set of cameras equipped with Infrared (IR)
strobes, and are sensitive to IR light. The strobes light up circular markers made from
a reflective material and by having a geometrically unique pattern of the markers the
cameras can calculate the position and orientation of the rigid body. An example of such
a system are the Vicon T40s cameras, depicted in Figure 3.2, where the cameras and the
IR strobes are clearly visible. Due to their high accuracy of sub millimeter, and high

Figure 3.2: A photo of a part of the Vicon motion capture system, which is a part of FROST
and used as the ground truth measurement system.

sampling rate of up to 1000 Hz, allows the motion capture system to be used at ground
truth in experiments while it also can be used as a sensor for the egomotion estimation,
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moreover the measurement function is trivial:

y = hmc(xt) +wmc =

[
pt

qt

]
+wmc, (3.58)

directly observing the position and orientation with low noise. Since the egomotion esti-
mation does not need frequent measurement updates the input frequency of the motion
capture system is generally reduced to the order of 10-20 Hz as a higher rate will only
take up more computation time without any significant increase in accuracy, since each
measurement is very accurate.

Ultra WideBand Localization

Since 2013 a new radio technology has been starting to emerge, named UWB, which has
the potential to replace GPS in areas fitted with the infrastructure to support it. Due
to this we will explore the possibilities and requirements to use UWB as a measurement
for the ESKF.

Operating principle: UWB RF communication is based on using a wide band of the
RF spectrum, rather than a single frequency as carrier wave radio does, which has the
temporal representation of a pulse and as a result is sometimes referred to as a pulse
radio. Due to the high center frequency (3.1 to 4.8 GHz and 6.0 to 10.6 GHz) and
the spectral width of the pulse (499.2 MHz to 1331.2 MHz), as specified in [88, 45],
the pulses have very good spatial resolution, which makes them ideal for time stamping
RF packets, referred to as messages, with high accuracy. This property of accurate
timestamps, together with good reference clocks, give the ability to estimate the distance
between two transceivers by exchanging 2 or more packets and thus it could be considered
that the distance estimation is a byproduct of the communication.

Furthermore, one major drawback of carrier wave based radio is the problem of mul-
tipathing, where the carrier wave forms destructive interference with itself, effectively
reducing the received signal strength and making it impossible to detect if it is a direct
path or a reflected path. This is a problem that is severely mitigated in the UWB ra-
dio, where the spatial length of each pulse is small enough for each pulse to be detected
uniquely and this allows the receiver to reconstruct the pulse from multiple reflections.
In a sense, the more reflections there are available, the stronger the received signal is.

Distance measurements: As hinted in the prequel, the estimation of distance be-
tween two transceivers is the byproduct of multiple exchange of messages between the
two transceivers, as presented in Figure 3.3. This is made possible by sending a message
that at a specific time instance can be identified and timestamped, which is represented
by the thick line in each message box in the Figure, and by scheduling messages in the fu-
ture to know at which time the message was sent. The worst case time for each message,
in the system presented, is 116 us, with a delay between messages of 300 us – providing
an entire sequence in approximately 1360 us, including a fourth message containing the
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distance estimate, which gives a maximum rate of 733 Hz. However, as specified in [89],
the maximum allowed air time is 5 % of every second, making the legal limit of the
system 108 Hz.

tprop tprop

tprop

tround1 treply2

treply1 tround2

A

B

TX RX

TX

RX

TX

RX

Time stamp

Time

Figure 3.3: A decryption of an entire ranging sequence, where each box represents an UWB
packet, while the thick lines inside are the point of timestamp extraction.

The time of flight or, as it is also referred to, the propagation time can then be
estimated based on [88] as it follows:

t̂prop =
tround1 · tround2 − treply1 · treply2
tround1 + tround2 + treply1 + treply2

, (3.59)

while multiplication with the speed of light in air gives the estimated distance in meters:

dm = t̂propcair. (3.60)

This estimate is however not without fault, since two additional sources of error exist as:

dm = dtrue + db + dn (3.61)

with db ∈ R being a bias on the measurement, being introduced from the antenna delay,
which is the time it takes for the signal to propagate from the antenna to the receiver,
and a noise term dn ∼ N (0, σ2

UWB) which has been found to be σUWB ≈ 21.4 mm for the
system developed in our group, as presented in Figure 3.4.

Outliers: One of the most common source of errors in the distance estimation is when
the first path is blocked and some later path, i.e. a reflection, is detected as first path as
depicted in Figure 3.5, which generates an outlier. At these situations it’s important to
note, as this effect is frequently occurring, the estimation scheme using this information
needs to employ some form of outlier rejection or use the notion, that an outlier is always
longer than the true distance, or doutlier > dtrue. As it will be presented in the sequel, we
have opted for the use of outlier rejection.
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Figure 3.4: Histogram over 195 000 distance measurements where the mean has been removed.

Measured first path

True first path

Figure 3.5: An example of outliers generated via reflections.

Ultra WideBand Measurement Schemes

Cyclic measurements: The simplest, and most naive, scheme is the cyclic measure-
ment scheme depicted in Figure 3.6, where all UWB anchors in range are kept in a list
that it is iterated over at a fixed rate. This method, while being simple, does not have
any more appealing qualities as it can do a lot distance measurements that do not have
significant impact on the system’s covariance, and since it runs at a fixed rate it can
potentially waste precious air time of the network.

Stochastic events: An arguably better approach would be to examine the covariance
of the system and put specifications on the allowed uncertainty with a threshold σth. This
can be done by spectral decomposition of the estimated position’s covariance matrix P p̂,
through Principal Component Analysis (PCA):

P p̂ = λ1c1c
�
1 + λ2c2c

�
2 + λ3c3c

�
3 , (3.62)
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Figure 3.6: Cyclic measurement scheme, where the anchor to measure is rotated among the
anchors in range.

where λn ∈ R+ are the eigenvalues in decreasing order of magnitude and cn ∈ S
2 are the

corresponding eigenvectors. From the decomposition we extract the principal component
of the covariance matrix and its corresponding variance, which is compared to the thresh-
old and if a measurement is needed (σ2

th < λ1), the UWB anchor that will minimize the
system’s uncertainty is chosen, as depicted in Figure 3.7. Since distance measurements
only can give corrections along the vector, which goes through both the anchor’s and
the node’s position, the measurement that aligns the most with the covariance’s princi-
pal axis will provide the best achievable measurement to minimize the uncertainty. The
solution to this problem can be cast as the following optimization problem:

maximize
Am

∥∥∥∥∥c1 ·
(

pN − pAm∥∥pN − pAm

∥∥
2

)∥∥∥∥∥
subject to

∥∥pN − pAm

∥∥
2
< dmax,

(3.63)

where Am is the current UWB anchor under examination and dmax is the maximum
range of the node. This mixed-integer optimization problem is solved through exhaustive
search, since the search space is growing linearly with the number of UWB anchors. It
should also be noted that more terms can be added to this cost function that penalizes
failed ranging or distance to anchors, however this will not examined further in this thesis.

Anchor placement for unique solutions: For performing localization in 3 dimen-
sions, a minimum number of 3 UWB anchors are required, however the solution is then
not unique as presented in Figure 3.8. For a unique solution there must exist at least
one extra UWB anchor, A4, which is not in the plane spanned by the first three nodes,
as presented in Theorem 1.
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Figure 3.7: The covariance ellipsoid of the position states is used to generate events which
initiate measurements to the optimal anchor.

Theorem 1. For the localization to be unique, let S = {pA2
−pA1

, pA3
−pA1

} be the set
of vectors, which span a plane by the positions of anchors A1, A2 and A3, then the forth
anchor must then be placed so pA4

− pA1
�∈ span(S).

Proof. Given the anchors’ positions in the following canonical form:

pA1
=

⎡
⎣00
0

⎤
⎦ pA2

=

⎡
⎣x0

0
0

⎤
⎦ pA3

=

⎡
⎣x1

y1
0

⎤
⎦ pA4

=

⎡
⎣x2

y2
z2

⎤
⎦ , (3.64)

with x0, y1, z2 �= 0, which can be constructed from a QR decomposition, and the node’s
position as:

pN =

⎡
⎣xn

yn
zn

⎤
⎦ , (3.65)

we can solve for pN using the corresponding distances:

‖pA1
− pN‖2 = dA1 , (3.66)

‖pA2
− pN‖2 = dA2 , (3.67)

‖pA3
− pN‖2 = dA3 , (3.68)

‖pA4
− pN‖2 = dA4 . (3.69)
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Each corresponding solution, after squaring both sides, substitution and simplification,
becomes:

z2n = d2A1
− x2

n − y2n, (3.70)

xn =
x2
0 + d2A1

− d2A2

2x0

, (3.71)

yn =
x2
1 + y21 − 2x1xn + d2A1

− d2A3

2y1
, (3.72)

zn =
x2
2 + y22 + z22 − 2x2xn − 2y2yn + d2A1

− d2A4

2z2
, (3.73)

where equation (3.73), solved from equation (3.69), gives the uniqueness in the z-axis.
Without this extra equation, or z2 = 0, only equation (3.70) exists which gives both a
positive and a negative solution for zn. �

A1

A2

A3

N1

N∗
1

Figure 3.8: When using only three anchors the mirroring problem occurs, where the out-of-plane
coordinate has two solutions.

Measurement injection into the ESKF: As discussed at the start of this chapter,
the predicted measurement is written as a function of the true state, while also including
the distance from IMU to the center of the UWB antenna as:

dAm =
∥∥pt +Rtpc,I − pAm

∥∥
2
. (3.74)
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Outlier rejection: As discussed in Section 3.1.3, the UWB distance measurements
are plagued with outliers when the first path is not detected, however the characteristics
of the outliers are quite simple as doutlier > dtrue, and most importantly, it was found
through experiments that:

‖doutlier − dtrue‖2  σUWB, (3.75)

which allows for simple threshold removal by utilizing a Mahalanobis distance [90] based
outlier rejector in the ESKF.

Experimental evaluation

Hardware: The UWB hardware employed was developed and manufactured at Lule̊a
University of Technology (LTU), based on the Decawave DW1000 chipset, as depicted
in Figure 3.9. The UWB node includes on board processing in the form of an Cortex-
M4F CPU, together with multiple communication peripherals, including USB and serial
port. Moreover, the IMU used in the experiments is an consumer grade IMU (Invensense
MPU-6000), sampling at 225 Hz, to emphasize the robustness of the proposed estimation
scheme, while also emphasizing the low cost of the solution – making it ideal for general
low-cost localization.

Figure 3.9: A photo of the UWB hardware used in the experiments, developed at Lule̊a Univer-
sity of Technology.

Anchor placement: For the experiments, the anchors were placed as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.10, where the box in the center is the 5 × 5 × 2.8 m flying volume. The exact
position of each anchor is presented in Table 3.1, and were measured using the Vicon
motion capture system.
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Figure 3.10: A sketch over the flying volume and how the anchors were placed in relation to it.

Table 3.1: Placement of the anchors during the experiments.

x [m] y [m] z [m]

Anchor 1 -4.12 -3.67 2.72

Anchor 2 2.45 -2.70 0.063

Anchor 3 -2.43 3.07 0.075

Anchor 4 3.65 2.42 2.65

Practical considerations: From equation (3.18) it is apparent that the gravitational
vector needs to be in the UWB network’s frame of reference when there is no true global
reference, for this to hold in the experiments the network’s base plane has manually been
aligned with the gravitational vector.

Tracking results

For evaluating the proposed system, it was evaluated in four scenarios. One based on the
naive, cyclic ranging scheme, two based on stochastic events with different thresholds,
and one final which shows the system converging in yaw even though it is never directly
observed. All experiments consists of a Ascending Technologies Neo hexacopter being
fitted with one UWB node, that was flown with square and diagonal trajectories within
the flying arena of the FROST. The flying arena is equipped with a Vicon motion capture
system, consisting of 20 Vicon T40s cameras, which were used as ground truth reference.

Cyclic scheme: For the cyclic scheme the rotation rate was set to the standard rate of
the system, being 80 Hz, while the results are depicted in the first column of Figure 3.11
with corresponding RMSE in Table 3.2. As can be seen in the Figure, the system performs
well without spurious event and with good convergence and tracking.
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Figure 3.11: Results from all experiments, where each column is one experiment and the first row
being an XY graph, while each following row are the details for the x- y- and z-axis respectively,
including 3σ bounds.
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Figure 3.12: An overview of how the measurement rate changes over time for the two event
based experiments.
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Figure 3.13: Convergence of the yaw error during the yaw experiment.

Event scheme: The stochastic event based measurement system was evaluated with
two thresholds, σth = 0.07 m and σth = 0.15 m to show the difference in sampling rate
and accuracy. As depicted in the second column of Figure 3.11, the experiment with the
tighter bound shows generally the same uncertainty as the fixed rate system, however
at almost half the sampling rate (45.5 Hz mean) as depicted in the first sub-figure of
Figure 3.12 – clearly showing the efficacy of the proposed system. While as an indicative
example the looser bound, depicted in the third column of Figure 3.11, still performs well
with a mean sampling rate of 8.8 Hz, depicted in the second sub-figure of Figure 3.12.
It’s important to note how the sampling rate is adapting over time in Figure 3.12, in
order to adhere to the variance specifications, where the quality of the IMU (i.e. IMU
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noise), the geometry, and density of the UWB network will determine the sampling rate
of the system.

In contrast to [46], the UWB sampling rates of this scheme are within the maximum
air time as discussed in Section 3.1.3, while also utilizing much lower IMU rates of 220
Hz vs. 1 kHz.

Yaw convergence: Finally, an experiment was performed to evaluate the convergence
of yaw when initialized with a large error, as depicted in Figure 3.13. The hexacopter
was moved around within the flying arena, and even though the system cannot observe
the yaw directly it does converge. This comes from equation (3.23), which observes the
yaw error if there are accelerations in the x- or y-axis of the UWB network’s frame of
reference, suggesting that e.g. magnetometers, which are sensitive to errors [65], can be
excluded – reducing complexity while retaining performance.

Table 3.2: Estimation RMSE for all experiments.

Axis Cyclic Event σth = 0.07 m Event σth = 0.15 m

Roll 1.60◦ 2.08◦ 1.93◦

Pitch 1.60◦ 1.69◦ 1.75◦

Yaw 5.49◦ 6.50◦ 4.94◦

X 0.064 m 0.069 m 0.11 m

Y 0.054 m 0.072 m 0.12 m

Z 0.035 m 0.063 m 0.083 m

3.1.4 Numerical Stability by Design

When it comes to implementing this estimation framework, there need to be care taken
with numerical stability. For example in [34], where numerical stability was an af-
terthought at the time of implementation, an extra step was added to the covariance
update in ESKF equations, after the update was finished as:

P =
1

2
(P + P�), (3.76)

which was to counteract the effects of rounding error which eventually can force the
covariance matrix to not be Positive Semi-Definite (PSD) anymore, while the above
update would reinstate the PSD constraint. However, inspecting equations (3.37, 3.45,
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3.57), repeated here for clarity:

P k|k−1 = F kP k−1|k−1F
�
k + F iQkF

�
i

Sk = HkP k|k−1H
�
k +Rk

P k|k = Gk(I −KkHk)P k|k−1(I −KkHk)
�G�

k +GkKkRkK
�
k G

�
k

reveals a common know fact, and issue from a numerical standpoint, of the Kalman Filter
– it uses quadratic forms for the updates, effectively halving numerical dynamic range
of floating point arithmetic. This can be counteracted utilizing triangular decomposition
versions [91, 92] of the Kalman Filter, here this implementation is named the Square-Root
Error-State Kalman Filter (SR-ESKF). With these additions, this implementation can
specifically counteract the problem of dynamical range in floating point arithmetic when
utilizing quadratic froms, where the sum of a small and a large number will equal the
large number by rounding away the small number, while the square-root formulation has
the significant merit to effectively double the usable dynamical range without adversely
impacting performance.

In the following algorithm, chol(X) denotes a Cholesky decomposition returning the
lower triangular matrix L, while QR(X) denotes a QR decomposition returning the
upper triangular matrix R from the decomposition.

Filter Initialization

1) Calculate the square-root factor of the starting error covariance matrix:

SP,−1|−1 = chol(P 0).

2) Introduce the starting state estimates:

x̂−1|−1 = x0, δ̂x−1|−1 = 0

Update covariance matrices

3) Calculate the square-root factor of the process noise covariance:

SQ,k = chol(Qk)

4) Calculate the square-root factor of the observation noise covariance:

SR,k = chol(Rk)

Prediction Estimate

5) Predict the state using IMU measurements:

x̂k|k−1 = f(x̂k−1|k−1,uk)
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6) Estimate the square-root factor of the predicted error covariance matrix:

SP,k|k−1 = QR

([
S�

P,k−1|k−1F
�
k

S�
Q,k

])�

Measurement Update

7) Estimate the square-root factor of the innovation covariance matrix:

SS,k = QR

([
S�

P,k|k−1H
�
k

S�
R,k

])�

8) Calculate the Kalman gain:

Kk = (SP,k|k−1S
�
P,k|k−1)H

�
k (SS,kS

�
S,k)

−1.

During this step, it should be highlighted that no explicit inverse is needed, since SS,k

is a triangular matrix and forward/backward substitutions replace all inverses. This can
be straight forward solved by solving a triangular system of the form LX = B, which is
provided by solving Lx = b, where x is each column in X and b is each column in B –
forward or backward substitution depends on if L is lower or upper triangular.

9) Calculate the error state estimate:

δ̂xk|k = Kk(yk − h(x̂k|k−1))

10) Update the nominal state and reset the error state:

x̂k|k = δ̂xk|k ⊕ x̂k|k

δ̂xk|k = 0

11) Calculate the square-root factor of the corresponding error covariance matrix:

SP,k|k = QR

([
S�

P,k|k−1(I −KkHk)
�G�

k

S�
R,kK

�
k G

�
k

])�

End

When considering numerical complexity, and with QR decomposition being an O(n3)
complexity algorithm, the main contributors are step 2 and step 11 where step 2 is
mitigated as the lower half of the matrix is triangular, meanwhile for step 11 both the
top and bottom half are dense matrices, which will be the heaviest update. However,
since this update is only run at times when there are measurements to be integrated, it
does not run as frequently as the IMU updates and even so, the measurement update
can run as its own thread, integrating the error estimate when the update has been
calculated. Finally, it could seem as step 7 could have a large impact as well, as it also
performs a QR decomposition, however it is important to note that the Hk matrix only
has the same size as the measurement vector and the measurement vector is generally
of smaller size than the state on the order of 1-6 elements, where the matrix used in the
QR decomposition will be of double that size.
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3.2 Model Parameter Estimation

With the egomotion estimation, all of the states needed for control are being estimated
and can be directly applied, however the low-level controllers need to know more about
the system to reduce the number of integrators in the control loops. Parameters of
interest are how much thrust is available, what are the limits on angular acceleration
and how is the center of gravity moving to be able to compensate, and hence, in this
part we will look into estimating the model parameters of the system and which of these
parameters are suitable for online estimation.

3.2.1 Linear approximation of control signal relationship

The nonlinear model presented in equation (2.52) captures majority of the effects in
a multirotor frame, however it is not directly suited for linear controller design. The
problem lies in equation (2.45), that adds a squared nonlinearity, while it is possible to
linearize the system to create a linear model a different approach is selected here, by
rewriting equation (2.45) as:

ui(t) ≈ 1

τis+ 1
u2
i,in(t), (3.77)

which effectively moves the squared control signal from the force and torque equations to
the input. This representation keeps the static relationship, but at the same time it will
affect the dynamics of the first order system. In this approach it is also assumed that a
first order system still captures the majority of the dynamics and the estimation scheme
finds the new time-constant.

3.2.2 Parameterization

Using the aforementioned assumptions the following parameters are available from equa-
tion (2.52) in the general case, with the following constraints:⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ÃF

m
ÃF

Ixx
if n2,i or n3,i �= 0

ÃF

Iyy
if n1,i or n3,i �= 0

ÃF

Izz
if n1,i or n2,i �= 0

B̃F

Ixx
if n1,i �= 0

B̃F

Iyy
if n2,i �= 0

B̃F

Izz
if n3,i �= 0

Δlx if n2,i or n3,i �= 0
Δly if n1,i or n3,i �= 0
Δlz if n1,i or n2,i �= 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� β =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

β1

β2

β3

β4

β5

β6

β7

β8

β9

β10

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (3.78)
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for any i, as long as there is at least one i satisfying this condition. It should however be
noted that in the majority of multirotor frames many of these parameters will not exist
and the correct selection should be made for every frame. This is one possible parameter-
ization, but depending on application there might exist more suitable parameterizations
as the choice of parameters is not unique.

With the aforementioned parameterization and assumptions, equation (2.52) is rewrit-
ten into linear and angular acceleration contributions as a function of the parameters to
have a compact representation in the estimators’ formulations:[

aB

ω̇B

]
=

[
L(β1)
A(β)

]
6×N

uN×1, (3.79)

where L(β1) accounts for the linear acceleration mapping to control signal,A(β) accounts
for the angular acceleration mapping to control signal, while u has the linear or squared
control signals depending on chosen implementation and N is the number of motors.

3.2.3 Estimator Formulation for Multirotors

In this section we will develop two different recursive ways to estimate the parameters
of equation (2.52) and later be applied experimentally on two different frames. The
first approach is based on equations (2.45, 2.52) and a second one, which includes the
simplification in equation (3.77), to have the estimate directly usable for linear and model
based controllers.

Full Model

For the estimation scheme, utilizing the full nonlinear model, the dynamics of equa-
tion (2.52) are integrated using a rectangle rule. Under the assumption of the sampling
rate to be much faster than the dynamics, equation (2.45) is implemented as discrete-
time first order system, and the parameters are modeled as integrated white noise, which
gives the following prediction equations:

ωk = ωk−1 +ΔtA(βk−1)u
2
k−1 (3.80)

uk =
τk−1

Δt+ τk−1

uk−1 +
Δt

Δt+ τk−1

uin,k (3.81)

βk = βk−1 (3.82)

τk = τk−1 (3.83)

with measurement vector, from Section 2.4.1, as

yk =

[
L(β1,k)u

2
k

ωB
k

]
(3.84)

where •2 is the element-wise square of a vector and Δt ∈ R+ is the sampling time in
seconds.
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Simplified Model

For using the estimated parameters for control, the controllers should be constructed
based on the same model. This causes a problem if, for instance, a MPC is chosen –
as the squared relationship on the control signal forces it to be an iterative solution
method where the equality constraints will be nonlinear. Though there are solvers for
this, such as the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) solvers, these are plagued
with long solution times due to their iterative nature of solving the nonlinear equality
constraints (the reader is directed to [93] for more details on SQP solvers). With this in
mind equation (3.77) is used instead for implementing the estimation. By assuming that
there are only small changes from the operating point, a time-constant that minimizes
the estimation error can be found. Using this reformulation is enough for trivially finding
a linear controller.

By utilizing the aforementioned simplification the new prediction equations can be
derived as:

ωk = ωk−1 +ΔtA(βk−1)uk−1 (3.85)

uk =
τk−1

Δt+ τk−1

uk−1 +
Δt

Δt+ τk−1

u2
in,k (3.86)

βk = βk−1 (3.87)

τk = τk−1 (3.88)

with measurement vector augmented to:

yk =

[
L(β1,k)uk

ωB
k

]
, (3.89)

where •2 is the element-wise square of a vector, note that the square operation on uk−1

has been removed compared to the nonlinear scheme.

Sensor gain and bias effects on the estimation

The effects of sensor errors are as follows. The gyroscope bias barely affects the results as
the estimation is predicting angular acceleration so the estimator will track the angular
rate with the bias added. In order to eliminate this effect some external reference is
needed to compensate the bias. On the other hand, the gain will directly influence the
estimation and the estimated torque parameters will have the same relative error as the
gain.

For the accelerometer errors, the bias is the most corrupting factor, as the estimation
is estimating the acceleration directly and any bias error in the measurements will be
visible as fluctuations in the acceleration gain parameter. In this case the effect of
accelerometer gain is the same as for the gyroscope, and it will have the same relative
error on the estimated gain parameter.
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For the experiments the accelerometer and gyroscope were calibrated, according to
the method presented in [94], in order to mitigate the effects of uncalibrated sensors.
Moreover, to reduce the effects of induced vibration noise from the rotation of the motors,
the identification and attenuation scheme of [95] was used, a filtering scheme now also
available in Open Source flight controllers such as [81].

Estimator implementation

The estimators were implemented as a standard Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for
both formulations, utilizing the Automatic Differentiation Kalman Filter [96] library to
generate optimized code. However depending on the desired usage, a batch estimation
scheme or a different recursive estimation scheme can be used to find the parameters –
the selection of an EKF is just meant to be an indicative example in the sequel.

3.2.4 Experiments

In this section the aforementioned estimation schemes will be experimentally applied
on both a quadrotor and a hexacopter, and will be the indicative examples of the full
nonlinear estimation compared to the simplified linear estimation. At this point it should
be highlighted that the presented estimation framework can be applied for the case of
any form of flying multirotors. Moreover, the estimators were implemented on-board,
running on the ROS [77] in both experimental cases, using an Automatic Differentiation
EKF formulation [96] implemented with Eigen in C++ [76], while the sampling rate of
the system was set to 250 Hz. The estimator needed 3% CPU utilization on a single
board ODROID-C2 ARM 64-bit computer executing at 1.5 GHz which was used on
the quadrotor, while bellow 1% on the hexacopter which has an 3.0 GHz Intel i7 NUC
computer on-board.

Quadrotor parameters

For the quadrotor presented in Figure 3.14, all the motors are mounted horizontally

which makes n̂i =
[
0 0 1

]� ∀i. By inspecting equation (3.78), the parameter vector
shrinks to:

βQ =
[
β1 β2 β3 β7 β8 β9

]�
, (3.90)

as the rest of the parameters are not observable in this frame. For the motor distance
vector li, rather than using the true lengths, it is rescaled so the maximum in x and
y directions are ±1 – as the true size of a frame is of no importance to the estimator.
This has the advantage of forcing the parameterization of the elements in the COG error
vector ΔlB to be −1 < ΔlBx,y < 1, else the COG would be outside the propellers, allowing
the bounds to be easily implemented using a hyperbolic tangent.
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X

YZ

Figure 3.14: A photo of the quadrotor of cross design used in the experiments. The motor to
motor distance is 243 mm in x and 237 mm in y. The x-axis points forward and the y-axis
points left from the body frame’s perspective.

Quadrotor tuning: The prediction and measurement covariances were set to:

QE = diag([10−4 · 11x3 10−8 · 11x4 10−9

10−7 · 11x3 10−10 · 11x2 10−8]) (3.91)

RE = diag([0.04252 · 11x3 0.09822]) (3.92)

where QE was tuned by trial, while RE uses measured sensor covariances, and the starting
state covariance was set to:

P 0 = diag([01x7 11x4 10−3 · 11x2 0]), (3.93)

where QE is of size 14× 14 which comes from the angular rate states (ω3×1), the control
signal states (u4×1), the beta parameter states (βQ,6×1) and the time-constant parameter
state (τ̃1×1) and RE is of size 4 × 4 which comes from the accelerometer measurement
in the z-axis (az,1×1) and the angular rate measurements (ωm,3×1). The values for QE

and P 0 were found by trial and error, and RE was taken from the noise densities of the
measured signals.

Hexacopter parameters

For the Ascending Technologies’ Neo hexacopter [15], presented in Figure 3.15, the motors
are mounted at a slight tilting angle of 5° around each motor arm in an alternating fashion,
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Figure 3.15: A photo of the Neo hexacopter [15] Research UAV from Ascending Technologies
used in the experiments. The x-axis points forward and the y-axis points left from the body
frame’s perspective, and the corresponding motor identification numbers are depicted.

providing the motors’ normal vectors to be the following:

n1 =

⎡
⎣ s30s5
−c30s5
c5

⎤
⎦ , n2 =

⎡
⎣−s5

0
c5

⎤
⎦ , n3 =

⎡
⎣s30s5c30s5

c5

⎤
⎦ ,

n4 =

⎡
⎣ s30s5
−c30s5
c5

⎤
⎦ , n5 =

⎡
⎣−s5

0
c5

⎤
⎦ , n6 =

⎡
⎣−s30s5

c30s5
c5

⎤
⎦ , (3.94)

where cx and sx are the cosine and the sine of the corresponding angle in degrees. This
causes all parameters to exist in the model, which is more complex than the quadrotor
but will show the usage of the full estimation. For the motor distance vector li, it is
transformed the same way as in the quadrotor example to normalize the distance and
provide simple bounds. Though it should be noted that the Neo hexacopter uses closed
loop motor controllers, hence it is expected that the parameters will not change over time
nor declining battery voltage contrary to the quadrotor.

Hexacopter tuning: The prediction and measurement covariances were set to:

QH = diag([10−4 · 11x3 10−8 · 11x6 10−9

10−7 · 11x6 10−10 · 11x3 10−8]) (3.95)

RH = diag([0.04252 · 11x3 0.38452 · 11x3]) (3.96)

where QH was tuned by trial, while RH uses measured sensor covariances, and the
starting state covariance was set to:

P 0 = diag([01x9 11x7 10−3 · 11x3 0.1]), (3.97)
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where QH is of size 20× 20 which comes from the angular rate states (ω3×1), the control
signal states (u6×1), the beta parameter states (β10×1) and the time-constant parameter
state (τ̃1×1) and RH is of size 6×6, which comes from the accelerometer (am,3×1) and the
angular rate measurements (ωm,3×1). This is the same parameters as for the quadrotor,
except for two parts: 1) the starting covariance for the time-constant of the hexacopter
was set to 0.1, which is due to the starting time-constant being set to 1 second to show
the convergence, and 2) the measurement noise for the accelerometer has been increased
as the hexacopter was significantly more noisy.

Practical considerations

Due to the parameters β1−7 and τ having a constraint of being positive, they are imple-
mented as exp(β1−7) and exp(τ) to force positive results from the estimation, while the
ΔlBx,y (β8,9) are constrained to be within the propellers, which is implemented using a
hyperbolic tangent for each parameter as tanh(β8,9)lx,y.

Experimental results

In the depicted experiments, the quadrotor from Figure 3.14 and the Neo hexacopter
from Figure 3.15 were used. To obtain convergence in the parameters observed, the
multirotors were flown manually inside the flying arena of FROST at LTU and a series
of alternating movements were made through out the experiment, applied to pitch, roll
and yaw respectively. In addition increases and decreases were applied, at the start of
the experiments, to the throttle in order to excite the system and make the parameters
observable.

Quadrotor experiments: The estimation is initialized with the states ω = [ωm,x

ωm,y ωm,z]
�, as they can be measured directly at startup and in order not to introduce

unnecessary errors. The starting control signal is set to u = [uin,1 uin,2 uin,3 uin,4]
� in

order not to introduce starting errors, β = [1 10 10 1 0 0]� and τ = 0.05. The offset
of the CoG was extracted from the frame by finding the true center of mass (in a ready
to fly condition), compared to the geometrical center of the propellers. In this case, this
offset has been calculated as -5 mm in x and no offset in y, which provides an expected
result from the CoG estimation to be 5/121.5 ≈ 0.041 in x, positive as the geometrical
centers movement compared to the CoG.

For evaluating the parameter estimation, the convergence of the estimated angular
rate and acceleration is compared to the measured ones, as depicted in Figure 3.16, where
the clear tracking of the measurements (without the noise) can be observed. The first
3 sub-figures depicts the tracking for angular rate and the last sub-figure presents the
tracking for the acceleration during the first 15 seconds of the estimator. In this case,
the two estimators have practically the same performance, though it might be expected
that the full nonlinear estimator should perform slightly better.

In Figures 3.17 and 3.18 the convergence of all the parameters are depicted. As
expected, the parameters that are directly observable, without excitation (β1, β8 and
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Figure 3.16: In the sub-figures the convergence of the angular rates and thrust acceleration are
depicted respectively, where the thick grey line is the true value, the solid black line is the full
nonlinear estimation and the dashed line is the simplified estimation.
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Figure 3.17: The first three sub-figures show the convergence of the torque parameters, the
fourth sub-figure shows the convergence of the thrust parameter and the last sub-figure shows
the convergence of the time-constant. The solid line is the full nonlinear estimation and the
dashed line is the simplified estimation.
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Figure 3.18: Each sub-figure shows the convergence for each element of the Δl parameter vector.
The thick grey line is the true value, the solid line is the full nonlinear estimation and the dashed
line is the simplified estimation.

β9) converge very fast, while the rest of the parameters need the excitation to converge.
Almost all parameters converge close to the same values for the two estimators, with the
only really noticeable difference to be the time-constant. This effect was expected due
to the approximation of the dynamics and since the simplified estimation is working in
slightly different coordinates, a small offset from the full estimation should be observed.
However, this is not an estimation error – but the effect of changing coordinates. However,
as it can be seen in the convergence of Figure 3.16, the approximation causes a very small
error when compared to the full nonlinear estimation. The estimation of the CoG offset
follows the prediction with very small errors, this is one of the parameters that can be
measured for use as a base line and it is a good indication for the accuracy.

The identified parameters’ values during excitation can be found in Table 3.3.

Neo Hexacopter experiments: The estimations for the hexacopter was initialized
in the same manner as the quadrotor, with setting the starting angular rate and control
signals to the measurement and input, β = [1 10 10 10 10 10 1 0 0 0]� and τ = 1,
where τ was deliberately set with a large error to show the convergence of the parameter
under a significant starting error. The offset of the CoG was extracted from the frame by
finding the true center of mass (in a ready to fly condition). This value, when compared
to the geometrical center of the propellers, was close to no offset in x, 50 mm offset in
y and -30 mm in z, a fact that gives an expected result from the CoG estimation to be
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Figure 3.19: In the sub-figures the convergence of the angular rates and thrust acceleration are
depicted respectively, where the thick grey line is the true value, the solid black line is the full
nonlinear estimation and the dashed line is the simplified estimation.
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Table 3.3: Converged parameter values for the quadrotor.

Parameter Converged value (nonlinear / simplified)

β1 (m/s2) 17.3 / 17.4

β2 (rad/s2) 308 / 302

β3 (rad/s2) 81.1 / 80.3

β7 (rad/s2) 11.8 / 11.7

β8 0.047 / 0.047

β9 -0.004 / -0.004

τ̃ (s) 0.069 / 0.074
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Figure 3.20: The first sub-figure show the convergence of the trust parameter and second sub-
figure show the convergence the time-constant. The solid line is the full nonlinear estimation
and the dashed line is the simplified estimation.
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Figure 3.21: The first three sub-figures show the convergence of the torque parameters based on
thrust (AF ) and the fourth sub-figure shows the convergence of the torque parameter based on
drag (BF ). The solid line is the full nonlinear estimation and the dashed line is the simplified
estimation.
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Figure 3.22: Each sub-figure shows the convergence for each element of the Δl parameter vector
for the Neo hexacopter. The thick grey line is the estimated true value by measuring and the
dashed line is the simplified estimation.

30/289.5 ≈ 0.1 in y and −50/289.5 ≈ −0.172 in z.
For evaluating the parameter estimation, the same procedure as for the quadrotor is

followed and the estimated angular rate and acceleration is compared to the measured
values, as depicted in Figure 3.19. With the Neo hexacopter being a much larger UAV
than the quadrotor (at 6 times the mass) the identification experiment was significantly
longer at 36 seconds, hence the excitation moments for each axis has been split up. The
first sub-figure presents the tracking of ωx during its excitation (t = 7.5 ... 15), the
second sub-figure shows ωy (t = 14 ... 21), the third shows ωz (t = 21 ... 35), and the last
sub-figure shows the tracking of thrust in az (t = 0 ... 12). Again, as in the case of the
quadrotor, both estimators show good tracking. As only the geometrical shape of the
UAV has changed, this is something to be expected with the general geometry being a
priori known.

In Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 the convergence of all parameters are presented. As
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with the quadrotor case, the parameters that do not need any excitation (β1,8,9) converge
fast to stable values, while the torque parameters converge when their respective axis is
exited and the time-constant converge over the first half of the experiment, with the same
characteristic as in the quadrotor caused by the linear approximation of the dynamics.
The exception lies in two parameters: 1) due to the design of the controller in the Nex
hexacopter, the parameter responsible for the propellers’ torque applied to the y axis
(β6) was not observable. This was due to the control signals being generated that caused
its influence to be canceled and, in extension, made the parameter unobservable. 2)
The parameter that did not converge with the same speed as the others is the center of
mass’s z parameter (β10), since the minor projection of the thrust onto the z axis makes
the parameter observable, however only very slightly so. This causes the parameter to
converge very slowly, and to get a faster result the propellers would have to be tilted
more.

What should be noted is that the torque parameters only converge during excitation,
as soon as the excitation is stopped the parameters start to drift. This is a common
problem in adaptive systems [97, 98] and how this can be handled is discussed in Section
4.1.3.

The final converged value of each parameter is presented in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Converged parameter values for the Neo hexacopter.

Parameter Converged value (nonlinear / simplified)

β1 (m/s2) 4.51 / 4.50

β2 (rad/s2) 106.4 / 105.2

β3 (rad/s2) 76.2 / 75.1

β4 (rad/s2) 29.1 / 30.6

β5 (rad/s2) 115.4 / 120.5

β6 (rad/s2) - / -

β7 (rad/s2) 2.68 / 2.59

β8 -0.011 / -0.011

β9 -0.18 / -0.17

β10 -0.087 / -0.089

τ̃ (s) 0.044 / 0.041

Comments: From the results presented it is straight forward that the presented scheme
can estimate the parameter vector β together with the time-constant τ̃ and track their
variations. This is a significant contribution to the area of UAVs that can be directly
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extended through equation (2.52) for any multirotor frame, reducing the modeling and
the corresponding control design effort significantly. However it is important to note that
the parameters that require excitation should most likely have a single identification, and
then be used as constants, as having ample excitation is problematic to guarantee.

3.3 Mitigating Induced Frame Vibrations

One of the main sources of noise in the IMU comes from the motors inducing vibrations
into the ARW frame and as the motors can never be perfectly balanced, and the use of
common and cheap motors with unbalanced propellers, other methods need to be used to
mitigate the vibrations entering the IMU. Here we will explore two different approaches,
using both designs in hardware and software to mitigate this issue.

3.3.1 Hardware mitigations of vibrations

The first and most straight forward method for mitigating frame vibrations is to add
vibration dampening components where necessary. This can, for example, be to separate
the frame into two parts where one part has the motors and another has the sensors
and battery, separated by vibration dampening material, making the mass of the battery
together with the dampening act as a low-pass filter. Another method is to directly
dampen the sensors on the flight controller, where vibration dampening material is di-
rectly designed into and added to the mounting holes to act as another layer of low-pass
filtering. In recent years, especially in the drone racing community, mounting the mo-
tors on silicone pads has gained significant traction where this method is named to “soft
mount” motors. The first two methods discussed are depicted in Fiugre 3.23.

Figure 3.23: A comparison of different hardware vibration dampening techniques, on the left the
vibration dampening is built directly into the frame with black silicone dampeners separating the
frame, while on the right blue silicone dampeners are mounted as a part of the flight controller.
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3.3.2 Software filtering of vibrations

The use of hardware mitigations cannot always be applied, being the extra complexity
or being an afterthought, and in such cases the use of software methods is an alternative.
With the computational power available in todays MCUs, analysis can be performed
online to identify the vibrating frequencies and apply specific filtering to eliminate them,
as we will see in the sequel.

Frequency and Spectrum Estimation

In this section the underlying mathematical background utilized for spectrum and fre-
quency estimation will be presented where two methods, the Multiple Signal Classifi-
cation (MUSIC) [99] based of Pisarenko Harmonic Decomposition (PHD) [100] and a
simpler, model based approach of Auto Regressive (AR) modeling, will be discussed and
compared. For a more in depth description of spectrum and frequency estimation, the
reader is directed to [101, 102].

Frequency/Spectrum estimation: Both of the aforementioned methods (AR and
MUSIC) are based on the autocorrelation matrix:

Rx =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
rx(0) r∗x(1) r∗x(2) · · · r∗x(p)
rx(1) rx(0) r∗x(1) · · · r∗x(p− 1)
rx(2) rx(1) rx(0) · · · r∗x(p− 2)
...

...
...

...
rx(p) rx(p− 1) rx(p− 2) · · · rx(0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

where rx is the autocorrelation of a signal, which is expressed as,

rx(k) =
1

N

N−1−k∑
n=0

x(n+ k)x∗(n),

where x is the signal and N ∈ Z+ is the number of samples. Since this way of calculating
the autocorrelation function can produce biased estimate, this can be also calculated in
an alternative form as:

rx(k) =
1

N − k

N−1−k∑
n=0

x(n+ k)x∗(n),

for producing an unbiased estimate. However, special care should be taken because this
approach can make the autocorrelation matrix Rx singular or close to singular and thus
due to this potential, it is usually preferred to use the biased autocorrelation function.
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The AR modeling approach for finding the spectrum of sinusoids in noise can be seen
as finding an estimate for an all-pole model driven by white noise as:

P̂AR

(
ejω
)
=

∣∣∣b̂(0)∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣1 +
p∑

k=1

âp(k)e
jkω

∣∣∣∣∣
,

where p is the model order, b̂ is the estimate of the feed forward coefficient and âp is
the estimates of the feedback coefficients. To estimate the coefficients in the AR model
by the utilization of the autocorrelation, the following autocorrelation normal equation
should be solved:

Rx

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
â1
...
âp

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ = ε

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
0
...
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

with ε = |b̂(0)|2. If the signal is real, then the sinusoids to be estimated can be expressed
as the sum of two complex exponential as per Euler’s Formula:

sin(ωk) =
ejωk − e−jωk

2j
,

which shows that for every new sinusoid, that needs to be estimated, the model order p
should be increased by 2. The extraction of the sinusoids from the estimated spectrum
is equivalent to the extraction of the roots of the pole polynomial and, if the power of
the sinusoid is of interest, it should be examined how close the pole is to the unit circle.

The alternative method for spectrum estimation is to see the problem as estimating
complex sinusoids in noise, rather than estimating the spectrum. Since the autocorrela-
tion matrix can be seen as the sum of the signal autocorrelation matrix and the noise
autocorrelation matrix as:

Rx = Rs +Rn.

By examining the eigenvalue decomposition of the autocorrelation matrix as:

Rxv = λv,

Pisarenko showed that the spectrum’s poles are the same as the eigenfilter corresponding
to the smallest eigenvalue and the frequency of the complex sinusoids correspond to the
angle of the roots of the eigenfilter,

Vmin(z) =

p∑
k=0

vmin(k)z
−k =

p∏
k=1

(1− ejωkz−1),
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where p is the order of the autocorrelation matrix. Since, for real signals, the roots
comes in complex conjugate pairs, the same requirement for the model order as for the
AR modeling is being applied.

To find the power of the sinusoids it’s as simple as examining the projection of the
eigenvectors on the signal vectors as,

p∑
k=1

Pk

∣∣eH
k vi

∣∣2 = λi − σ2
w, (3.98)

where Pk is the power of the current frequency, vi is the ith eigenvector, λi is the ith

eigenvalue, σw is the standard deviation of the noise and

ek =
[
1 ejωk ej2ωk · · · ej(M−1)ωk

]T
is the signal vector. By rewriting the above equation as,∣∣eH

k vi

∣∣2 = ∣∣Vi(e
jωk)
∣∣2 ,

the problem can be seen as a linear system of p equations with p unknowns as it follows:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
∣∣V1(e

jω1)
∣∣2 · · · ∣∣V1(e

jωp)
∣∣2∣∣V2(e

jω1)
∣∣2 · · · ∣∣V2(e

jωp)
∣∣2

...
...∣∣Vp(e

jω1)
∣∣2 · · · ∣∣Vp(e

jωp)
∣∣2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
P1

P2
...
Pp

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
λ1 − σ2

w

λ2 − σ2
w

...
λp − σ2

w

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

where σ2
w is the smallest eigenvalue λ0. However the noise can give rise to spurious peaks

in the eigenspectrum when using only one noise eigenvector as PHD does,

P̂PHD

(
ejω
)
=

1

|eHvmin|2
,

and a popular expansion of the PHD is the MUSIC algorithm, which over estimates
the problem with a M ×M autocorrelation matrix, where M > p + 1, and creates the
eigenspectrum from the sum of the noise eigenvectors as:

P̂MUSIC

(
ejω
)
=

1
M∑

k=p+1

∣∣eHvi

∣∣2 ,

and by doing this the spurious peaks are reduced by averaging. To calculate the power
in the MUSIC algorithm the σ̂2

w cannot be seen as just the smallest eigenvalue since the
noise subspace contains several eigenvalues, instead it is estimated to be the average of
the noise eigenvalues as:

σ̂2
w =

1

M − p

M∑
k=p+1

λk,

and then the power can be calculated using equation (3.98).
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Finding the correct model order: In the presented approaches, the biggest problem
is to find the correct model order p for the AR and MUSIC model. In the case of the
AR model, the problem is mitigated by the fact that over modeling an all-pole process,
when driven by white noise, does not create spurious peaks closer than the signal peaks
to the unit circle.

The MUSIC algorithm needs a sufficiently large order of the autocorrelation matrix
so that the knee point in the eigenvalues can be found. This is the point that separates
the noise eigenvectors from the signal eigenvectors, which also is the correct model order
p as presented in Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: The solid blue line is the eigenvalues and the dashed red line denotes the knee point
between the signal subspace and noise subspace.

Finding the correct frequencies: To get the desired (most powerful) sinusoids in
the AR modeling case is just as simple as to choose the NAR poles closest to the unit
circle, where NAR is a user defined tuning constant and a threshold which sets how small
the sinusoid can be to still be seen as a true peak. The distance from the unit circle can
be calculated as

Δrk = |1− aka
∗
k| , (3.99)

where ak is the pole under examination. Using this formula a limit can be constructed
as Δrk < rth, where rth is a user defined threshold.

Whilst in the MUSIC algorithm, the powers of the sinusoids have already been cal-
culated using equation (3.98), and a simple threshold value can be applied here as well.
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Frequency Attenuation and Removal

Filter choice: Since the aim is to remove the resonant frequencies of the frame, without
introducing significant phase shift, it is assumed that the frequencies are stationary in
the spectrum and have a narrow bandwidth. This allows the use of a filter, which has
minimal phase impact and guarantees complete removal of the desired frequency: the
Notch filter [103]. The Notch filter consists of two poles and two zeros, where the zero
is placed on the unit circle at the desired frequency and the pole is placed just inside
the unit circle at the same frequency - this produces a filter that completely removes a
frequency which has an amplitude response, which looks like a notch (hence the name
Notch filter) as presented in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: A comparison of notch filters where r = 0.99, 0.95, 0.9 for the red, green and blue
case respectively.

Filter design: The filter design is quite trivial with two zeros on the unit circle as

Z(z,Πn) =
(
1− ejΠnz−1

) (
1− e−jΠnz−1

)
,
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where

Πn = 2π
fnotch,n

fs

is the angle of the zero, fnotch,n is the notch frequency and fs is the sampling frequency.
The two poles are created in the same manner with a small addition as

P (z,Πn, r) =
(
1− rejΠnz−1

) (
1− re−jΠnz−1

)
,

where 0 < r < 1 is the radius of the poles. These two combined become the discrete time
notch filter on biquad form with settable notch frequency and a corresponding width of
the notch filter as:

Hnotch,n(z) =
P (1,Πn, r)

Z(1,Πn)
· Z(z,Πn)

P (z,Πn, r)
=

= Gn
z−2 − 2 cos(Πn)z

−1 + 1

r2z−2 − 2 cos(Πn)rz−1 + 1
,

where

Gn =
P (1,Πn, r)

Z(1,Πn)
=

r2 − 2 cos(Πn)r + 1

2− 2 cos(Πn)

is the inverse of the zero-frequency gain. The effect of different r was presented in
Figure 3.25, while multiple notch filters can be connected in a cascade form as it follows:

Hnotch(z) = Hnotch,1(z) · · ·Hnotch,N(z)

for producing a multiple notch filter response, in order to remove multiple frequencies
when needed, and this is a principle that is going to be utilized in the implementation of
the vibration attenuation.

Implementation Considerations

Since both of the aforementioned methods work on the principle of finding the roots of a
polynomial that has its roots in complex conjugated pairs, the given method to use for
finding these is the Bairstow’s Method [104]. Bairstow’s Method tries to find factors on
the form x2 + Ax+ B and factor them out of the original polynomial, while since these
peaks are sinusoids the coefficients are:{

A = −2 cos(Πn)r

B = r2

which means that in order to find: a) the −2 cos(Πn) and b) how close the peak is to
the unit circle, from equation (3.99), they can directly be calculated from the A and B
coefficients without any extra effort.
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When looking at the computational complexity, the AR model is preferred since it
only needs the inverse of a symmetric, real matrix to be calculated, while the MUSIC
algorithm needs eigenvalue decomposition to be performed. When creating the eigenvalue
decomposition of a real, symmetric matrix two steps are required: first the matrix needs
to be reduced to tridiagonal form and after that the matrix is diagonalized using QR/QL
rotations [105]. This is an iterative procedure, which can overwhelm small embedded
systems, hence special care should be taken if it is needed to be implemented online in
an embedded system.

Experimental Platform

The experimental Quadrotor platform, presented in Figure 3.26, was deigned and 3D
printed at LTU. The main objective during its design was to keep the price low, which
also has the side effect of vibrations, since cheap motors and propellers are not well
balanced and a plastic frame is not very rigid - this will be apparent from the experimental
results in the sequel. The IMU used in the experiments is an consumer grade Invensense
MPU-6050, which was set to a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz and streamed the data via
USB for logging. The quadrotor was suspended in mid air, as presented in Figure 3.27,

Figure 3.26: The 3D printed Quadrotor with all parts mounted.

to minimize the effect of the surroundings on the experiment.

Experimental Results

During the experiment, the frequency estimation takes place in every fs/2 samples, while
the proposed scheme estimates the frequencies contained in the signal and in the sequel
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Figure 3.27: The Quadrotor in its experimental frame ready for measurements.

the algorithm applies the notch filters at the desired frequencies. After this step, the
notch frequencies are updated every fs/2 samples. This is to counter small variations
in the peaks and it can also provide a base for more advanced estimation of statistical
properties of the peaks.

For the presented experimental results, the threshold rth, in the AR model, was set
to 0.1 and both estimations were set to return the five largest peaks and create notch
filters with r = 0.95.

In Figure 3.28 a batch of fs/2 is presented with its corresponding FFT showing the
frequency content in the signal. Here we can see that there is extreme amounts of noise
in the measurement and the noise has a standard deviation in the range of 4 to 5 m/s2.
In the signal there are four main resonant peaks at 99.3 Hz being the motors’ rotational
rate, 199.1 Hz, 298.6 Hz and 391.3 Hz, being multiples of the motor’s rotational rate,
plus one peak at 272.4 Hz which most likely is a nonlinear effect in the frame.

To this measurement set, the frequency estimation schemes discussed in Section 3.3.2
were applied with an autocorrelation matrix size of 23×23 where the noise subspace was
identified to 12 noise vectors and the signal subspace was identified to 10 signal vectors for
the MUSIC algorithm. The result of both estimation schemes is presented in Figure 3.29,
and as can be depicted in this Figure, both the AR modeling approach and the MUSIC
algorithm provide very good estimation of the true spectrum - however it should be
noted that both algorithms produce some spurious peaks, but as it has been analyzed
and discussed in Section 3.3.2, the peaks are of much lower amplitude than the signal
peaks allowing for threshold removal.

From the peaks in Figure 3.29, the estimation was set to provide the frequencies of the
five largest peaks and the AR algorithm returned the correct peaks, which would be used
to design the five notch filters as presented in Figure 3.30, while the MUSIC algorithm
did have one error peak - this most likely comes from the fact that the AR is model based
and the MUSIC is not. Moreover, the notch filters perfectly coincide with the five largest
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Figure 3.28: In the first sub figure, a sample of how large the acceleration noise is and in the
second sub figure is the corresponding FFT of the signal.
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Figure 3.29: The result of the AR and MUSIC frequency estimation schemes, where the red line
is the AR model, the green line is the MUSIC algorithm and the blue-dashed line is the FFT of
the true signal.
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peaks from Figure 3.29, which results in the filtered output presented in Figure 3.31 -
lowering the standard deviation of the signal from 4.276 to 0.9137, clearly showing the
efficiency of the suggested approach. It should also be noted that the training set from
Figure 3.29 and the filtered output in Figure 3.31 is not the same data, but is separated
in time by fs/2 samples.
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Figure 3.30: The frequency response of the applied notch filters.
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Figure 3.31: The end result of the filtering, where the red-dashed line is before filtering and the
blue line is after filtering.
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3.4 Mitigating IMU Errors Through Calibration

In all of the previous work the general assumption has been that the IMU does not
have any significant scaling or misalignment errors, only the biases of the accelerome-
ter and gyroscope has been taken under consideration, as can be seen in for example
equation (3.7), while the modeling in Chapter 2.4.1 clearly indicates scaling and cross
coupling matrices. Hence, in this part, we will look into calibrating the IMU while also
investigating long term solutions to these scaling issues.

3.4.1 Calibration Methodology

Reference vectors

In the case of the accelerometer, when no accelerations are performed, equation (2.54)
shows that the sensor is only measuring gravity, which is a known value of 1g. However,
as the orientation of the sensor is unknown, only the norm of as is known, a fact that
is common practice when calibrating MEMS accelerometers [106] and does not pose any
issues with the calibration.

Unfortunately when calibrating the gyroscope, there is no common angular rate ref-
erence in nature of sufficient magnitude to apply. However, what can be generated easily
are accurate angles by utilizing common stepper motors. These motors are capable of
providing highly accurate angles when rotated, which will be used in the sequel as refer-
ences for the gyroscope calibration. By rewriting equation (2.57) in terms of the integral
to get angles over the current measurement set as:∫

ωm dt =

∫
T ωωtrue + T sas + ωb dt, (3.100)

θm = T ωθtrue + T s

∫
as dt+ θb, (3.101)

where the norm of θtrue can be chosen by rotating the motor to any desired angle, and
the overall problem is simplified down to the same problem as the accelerometer cali-
bration when excluding the acceleration sensitivity T s. The addition of T s can however
be isolated, as it will be visible in the gyroscope’s bias when the sensor is at rest at
different orientations, which implies that T s is observable during the collection of the
accelerometer’s dataset, while T ω can be estimated from the rotating dataset.

Measurement selection and design

In contrary to [106] that used random orientations, the orientations were chosen in such a
way that each axis had maximum excitation, plus all positive and negative permutations
of the combinations of the axises were included, which gives 26 different orientations
spread uniformly over the sphere. This approach has been adapted in order to achieve
full excitation of the measurement vectors and thus allowing each matrix to be estimated.
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Optimization problem

For numerically solving the calibration problem, and as the norms for as and θtrue are
known, the problem can be rewritten in the inverse models as:

âi,s = T̂
−1

a︸︷︷︸
T̂A

ai,m−T̂
−1

a âb︸ ︷︷ ︸
âB

= T̂ Aai,m + âB (3.102)

θ̂j,true = T̂
−1

ω︸︷︷︸
T̂W

θj,m −T̂
−1

ω θ̂b︸ ︷︷ ︸
θ̂B

−T̂
−1

ω T̂ s︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̂ S

As =

= T̂Wθj,m + θ̂B + T̂ SAj,s, (3.103)

where Aj,s =
∫
j
âsdt is over the jth measurement set, from which the following two

nonlinear least-squares problems arise:

minimize
T̂A,âB

∑
i

(‖âi,s‖ − ‖as‖
)2

(3.104)

subject to si,a > 0, for i ∈ [1, 2, 3]

and

minimize
T̂W ,θ̂B ,T̂ S

∑
j

(‖θ̂j,true‖ − ‖θtrue‖
)2
, (3.105)

subject to si,ω > 0, for i ∈ [1, 2, 3]

This problem will be solved in a 2-step approach, as equation (3.105) is dependent on
the solution of equation (3.104). More specifically, to solve each of these nonlinear least-
squares problems a Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) solver [107, 108] was leveraged.

3.4.2 Experimental evaluation

The experimental setup presented in Figure 3.32 was designed and manufactured at
LTU, where for the structural elements 3D printing was utilized. As presented in the
aforementioned Figure, the calibration rig consists of two servo actuators, used to rotate
the IMU board to the desired orientation, mounted on a stepper motor, which is used
to rotate the board to an exact angle during the gyroscope calibration. The servos
were chosen due to their simplicity and low weight for achieving a desired orientation,
where the multitude of orientations, discussed in Section 3.4.1, needs to be achieved
approximately, as long as each axis receives ample excitation.

To achieve a smooth and steady rotation from the stepper motor a Silent Step-Stick
driver board running in StealthChop, which has interpolated 1/256 micro stepping and
voltage control over the motor coils, was utilized together with an Arduino Pro Micro1

1https://www.sparkfun.com/products/12640
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Figure 3.32: An overview of the calibration rig with the IMU board mounted. All red parts are
3D printed and the two servo actuators used to rotate the IMU to desired positions are visible,
while the stepper motor rotating the IMU is hidden under the IMU board.

which calculated acceleration and velocity curves together with control signals for the
servo actuators to minimize vibrations from the rig during the gyroscope calibration.
The Arduino was controlled from a calibration software implemented in ROS [77], where
the maximum speed, acceleration and number of rotations of the stepper motor were
runtime settable parameters.

The MEMS IMU utilized in the experiment was, the now classical, Invensense’s MPU-
6050 Accelerometer and Gyroscope SOC [109] for measuring acceleration and angular
rate, with a full scale range of ±16 g and ±2000 degrees/s, both with 16-bit resolution.
The sensor was configured to sample at 200 Hz, where the data-ready signal was times-
tamped with 100 nanosecond accuracy, which was used as sampling clock, moreover the
sensor is able to communicate with the MCU via an I2C bus running at 400 kbit/s. Fi-
nally, the whole experiment was conducted with a slight airflow over the IMU to keep it
at a stable room temperature due to temperature dependence of the parameters.

3.4.3 Calibration results

To apply the solver, a gravitational constant and a reference angle is needed. In the
indicative experiments the choice was made to calibrate the accelerometer to 1, which
corresponds to 1g, while for the gyroscope the reference rotation was 4 revolutions, or
8π radians. Moreover, the datasheet values [109] for the accelerometer indicates a sensi-
tivity of 1/2048 = 0.00048828 for T̂ A, while it predicts π/180/16.4 = 0.0010642 for the
sensitivity of T̂W – which are used as starting guesses for the optimization while T̂ S was
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Figure 3.33: The uncalibrated and calibrated comparison of the acceleration data from the ex-
periment.
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Figure 3.34: The uncalibrated and calibrated comparison of the gyroscope data from the experi-
ment.

initialized to zero.
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Full calibration

When applying the aforementioned calibration algorithm on the datasets in the first half
of Figure 3.33 and 3.34, the following resulting matrices are produced:

T̂ A =

⎡
⎣ 0.00048721 6.0916 · 10−7 7.4076 · 10−7

−5.997 · 10−7 0.00048529 −8.8196 · 10−6

−2.0912 · 10−7 −4.2625 · 10−8 0.00048447

⎤
⎦ ,

T̂W =

⎡
⎣ 0.0010656 1.2485 · 10−5 6.966 · 10−5

−1.34 · 10−5 0.0010743 2.7523 · 10−5

−1.737 · 10−5 6.9717 · 10−5 0.0010716

⎤
⎦ ,

T̂ S =

⎡
⎣0.00019684 −0.0068028 0.030739
0.0056904 1.6035 · 10−5 −0.003701
−0.03198 0.0037953 −0.00080715

⎤
⎦ ,

âB =

⎡
⎣−0.0086744

0.010245
−0.11256

⎤
⎦ ,

θ̂B =

⎡
⎣−0.48227
−0.57248
0.26008

⎤
⎦ ,

while when applying the calibration matrices, the second half of Figure 3.33 and 3.34
are produced together with the resulting norms in Figure 3.35 and 3.36. The gain and
axis misalignment errors are presented in Table 3.5. As it is being indicated there, the
accelerometer and gyroscope shows gain errors of almost 1 %, while the gyroscope has
a worst case axis misalignment error of 3.44◦. The T̂ S matrix clearly indicates the new
trend in MEMS gyroscopes, with a maximum acceleration sensitivity of 31 mrad/g, and as
manufacturing processes and quality improve these values are expected to be eliminated.

Gain only vs. Axis misalignment calibration

To depict the difference of performing full axis misalignment calibration, the off-diagonal
elements in T̂ A were set to 0, and the result is presented in Figure 3.35. As we can
be observed from this Figure, when considering the axis misalignment calibration the
resulting norm does not exhibit the excessive peaks as with the gain-only calibration,
clearly showing the impact of the full calibration.
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Table 3.5: Collection of sensor errors.

Accelerometer Gyroscope

x sensitivity error 0.22 % 0.13 %

y sensitivity error 0.60 % 0.95 %

z sensitivity error 0.78 % 0.92 %

maximum axis
misalignment

1.08◦ 3.44◦
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Figure 3.35: The calibrated acceleration norm from the experiment in two cases, the top plot
depicts the full calibration while the bottom plot depicts the gain-only calibration.
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Gyroscope calibrated norm

Figure 3.36: The calibrated gyroscope norm from the experiment.

Final remarks

From the calibration experiments it is evident that the angle based scheme is providing
good results, while being simple to implement for anyone with a 3D printer and basic
electronics knowledge. The accuracy of the calibration, as seen in the norm Figures, is
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solid with minimal change from the nominal norms.
However, as it was hinted in the prequel, the experiments were made under airflow

to keep the IMU at a stable temperature. This comes from the IMU’s parameters drift-
ing with changes in temperature, however this can easily be addressed when designing a
flight controller where a resistive heater can be included into the design. The heater and
IMU chip is covered inside a protective box to remove the effect of airflow changing the
temperature of the sensor, while the heater heats up the IMU to a temperature above am-
bient, while staying withing specifications, commonly around 60◦C. The aforementioned
calibration procedure is performed on the heated IMU, eliminating the temperature de-
pendence of the sensor.



Chapter 4

Low-level and Parameter Adaptive
Control

With the solid foundation laid by the estimation schemes, powerful control algorithms
can be developed to be used in ARWs. As we have seen in the modeling the ARW is
subject to multiple parameters, many of which are time varying, which can be induced
by the batteries’ voltage declining under normal usage, the wear on motors over time, or
moving CoG due to operations, such as load lifting, manipulation and other operations.
Moreover, external effects, such as wind gusts, are affecting the movement and stability
of the system, while the ground effect, which is the phenomenon when the ARW sees an
apparent and fast increase in the thrust constant, need to be handled. All the aforemen-
tioned effects apply on the lowest level of control in the ARW, at the level of forces and
torques and this highlights that all model effects can be compensated for in the angular
rate and thrust controllers, allowing for a more solid decoupling. In this approach, for the
implementation of the high level control schemes there will be no inherent need to take
under consideration all the corresponding details that in the coupled real system exist.
Based on this remark, this Chapter will explore how parameter based adaptive control
can be achieved, while will also present novel non-adaptive control schemes as well.

91
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4.1 Parameter adaptive Low-level control

This section will start with the aim of parameter adaptive low-level control, aiming at
angular rate and thrust control, where the parameter estimation scheme in Chapter 3.2
will be adapted for a more specific case.

4.1.1 Parameter adaptive estimation for Control

The aim is to adapt for the movement of the CoG and the corresponding changes in the
thrust and mass in the estimation and control scheme for the quadrotor in Chapter 3.2,
which implies that not all the parameters of equation (2.52) will be estimated. More
specifically only the following parameters will be estimated:

β =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Δlx
Δly

1

N

N∑
i=1

AF,iΩ
2
i,max

m

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

⎡
⎣β1

β2

β3

⎤
⎦ , (4.1)

where the sum comes form the fact that it is only possible to measure the sum of accel-
erations on the UAV, making only the mean possible to estimate. Moreover the angular
acceleration and time-constant parameters are defined as:

γ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

AF,iΩ
2
i,max

Ixx
AF,iΩ

2
i,max

Iyy
BF,i

Izz
τi

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (4.2)

and are assumed to be estimated beforehand from a system identification step, since the
convergence of these parameters are highly dependent on that ample excitation exists,
as we discussed in Chapter 3.2.

For the estimation scheme, the dynamics of equation (2.52), combined with the sim-
plification from equation (3.77) and all the gyroscopic torques neglected, are integrated
using a rectangle rule. Equation (2.45) is implemented as a discrete-time first order sys-
tem, while the CoG and thrust parameters are modeled as integrated white noise, which
results into the following prediction equations:

⎡
⎢⎣ωk

uk

βk

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ωk−1 +ΔtAω̇(β1−2,k−1, γ1−3)uk−1

γ4
Δt+ γ4

uk−1 +
Δt

Δt+ γ4
uin,k

βk−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (4.3)
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with the measurement vector defined as:

zk =

[
ωB

k

β3,k11×4uk

]
(4.4)

where Aω̇ is the angular acceleration acceleration part of the allocation matrix, while
Δt ∈ R+ is the sampling time in seconds. A standard EKF was chosen as the framework
to estimate the states of the aforementioned system as it is bilinear, keeping the Jacobians
simple. It should however be noted that the input uin,k is in the u2 domain, as depicted
in Figure 4.1. This system is very similar to the system in equations (3.85-3.89), however
now we are not including the parameters assumed to have been identified in advance.

4.1.2 Online Parameter Adaptive MPC Controller

With the adaptive models provided by the estimation scheme and the aim to create a
low-level controller for the angular rate and thrust tracking problem that is guaranteed
by design to adhere to constraints, without the need of integrators in the control loop,
while adhering to control signal bounds, a time-varying linear MPC was selected.

MPC
√• UAV

z−1

Estimator

r uM zuC

uin

x̂ β̂

u2 domain

Figure 4.1: A complete internal view of the estimation and control architecture, where the u2

domain is highlighted. The UAV block includes the dynamics of the UAV, the ESC models and
the sensor models.

With the estimation and control in the u2 domain, the model used in the MPC is a
time-varying linear state-space of the following form:

xk = Akxk−1 +BuC,k

yk = Ckxk +DuC,k
, (4.5)
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with the following time-varying model matrices defined as:

Ak =

⎡
⎣I3×3 ΔtAω̇(β1−2,k, γ1−3)

04×4
γ4

Δt+ γ4
I4×4

⎤
⎦ , (4.6)

B =

⎡
⎣ 04×4

Δt

Δt+ γ4
I4×4

⎤
⎦ , (4.7)

Ck =
[
01×3 β3,k11×4

]
, (4.8)

D =
[
01×4

]
, (4.9)

which uses the parameters estimated in Section 4.1.1, while xk = [ω̂�
k û�

k ]
� includes

the angular rate and normalized rotational rate of the motors, and yk = az,k is the
z-acceleration. Finally the MPC is defined as the solution to the following convex opti-
mization problem:

minimize
[xk, uC,k]

N∑
k=1

‖xk − xk,d‖2Q +

N∑
k=1

‖yk − yk,d‖2P +

N∑
k=1

‖uC,k − uC,k,d‖2R

subject to equation (4.5),

0.072 · 14×1 ≤ uC,k ≤ 14×1 ∀ k

(4.10)

where N is the horizon, P , Q, and R are positive definite weighting matrices, xk,d is the
desired states, while yk,d is the desired z-acceleration in the body frame of reference. In
the defined cost, the lower bound of 0.07 comes from the fact that an ESC needs some
rotation of the motor to work properly, hence a small throttle is added to keep the motor
from stalling, resulting in a 7% as a bound for the minimum throttle. Finally uC,k,d is
the desired control signal that is, in contrary to the standard formulation, derived from
the definition of ”no net thrust nor angular rate” that can be described as:

uC,k,d = M
[
0 0 0 1g

]�
, (4.11)

where M is known as the mixing matrix and is defined, in the general case, as the
pseudo-inverse of the allocation matrix in equation (2.52):

M = A�(AA�)−1. (4.12)
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Overall, this is a standard MPC with a time-varying model, that can be implemented
very efficiently with CVXGEN [110], a convex optimization solver generator providing
highly optimized C code for later online use. A full overview of the proposed estimation
and control combined architecture, while highlighting the u2 domain, is presented in
Figure 4.1.

4.1.3 Simulations

Tuning & Parameters

The tuning of the parameter estimation was similar to the tuning used in Chapter 3.2,
with some minor adjustments as only a subset of the parameters are being estimated,
while the tuning of the control follows a straight forward method, which will be described
in the sequel.

Model parameters

Table 4.1: Converged parameter values for the utilized quadrotor.

Parameter Unit Parameter value

γ1 rad/s2/m 302

γ2 rad/s2/m 148

γ3 rad/s2 11.7

γ4 s 0.074

l1 m 0.16 · [s−45 c−45 0]�

l2 m 0.16 · [s45 c45 0]�

l3 m 0.16 · [s135 c135 0]�

l4 m 0.16 · [s−135 c−135 0]�

m kg 0.6

The parameters from (4.2) have been estimated previously through an off line iden-
tification scheme, as discussed in Chapter 3.2, while the lengths of the arms and mass
are taken from the design of the quadrotor, and are presented in Table 4.1, where s(·)
and c(·) are the sine and cosine of the corresponding angle (·) in degrees. It should be
noted that the mass is not used in the estimation nor the control scheme, it’s only needed
to calculate true values in the simulation. Moreover, all the parameters are spread 5%
around their nominal values in the simulation, using a uniform distribution, to introduce
the effects of model mismatch.
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Estimation

The parameter estimation was tuned as follows:

QE = diag([10−6 · 11x3 10−6 · 11x4

10−8 · 11x2 10−4]) (4.13)

RE = diag([0.04252 · 11x3 0.09822]) (4.14)

where QE is the process covariance, and was tuned by trials until achieving a parameters’
converged after approximately 0.5 seconds, it should be noted that below 0.5 seconds,
excessive noise starts to enter the parameter estimation, while slower change of the pa-
rameters can also be useful in applications where fast changes to the CoG or mass are
not expected. Meanwhile the RE uses the measured sensor covariances and the starting
state covariance was set to:

P 0 = diag([01x7 10−3 · 11x2 1]), (4.15)

based on typical values, usually calculated in corresponding experiments, where QE is of
size 10 × 10, which comes from the angular rate states (ω3×1), the control signal states
(u4×1), and the (β3×1), while RE is of size 4 × 4 that comes from the angular rate
measurements (ωm,3×1) and the accelerometer measurement in the z-axis (az,1×1).

Control

While the MPC was tuned as follows:

Q = diag([1 2 5 10−3 · 11x4]) (4.16)

P = 1 (4.17)

R = diag([5 · 11x4]) (4.18)

N = 7 (4.19)

the terminal weights were added as QT = 10Q and PT = 5P . The low weight on the
normalized rotational rate state comes from the weights on the control signal, where the
normalized rotational rates are simply low-pass filtered versions of the input, allowing
the characteristics to be determined by the control signal weights alone. The normalized
rotational rate weights can however not be 0, as this would make the optimization problem
non-convex.

Simulation results

The simulations were carried out by having step changes being made to the parameters
in three instances, with the aim to drive the system to its limits and force the controller
to start hitting constraints. The three steps were carried out at 1s, 1.5s and 5s into the
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simulation and were a CoG shift in x direction, CoG shift in y direction, and finally a
significant mass change. The parameter changes are presented in Figure 4.4, which are
also indicated in the corresponding time frame by the dashed vertical lines in Figures 4.2-
4.4.
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Figure 4.2: In the sub-figures the thrust generated by the motors, and the angular around each
axis is depicted. The solid black line is the simulated true value, while the thick gray line is
reference.

As it can be observed in Figure 4.2, when the CoG shifts, corresponding errors in
the angular rates are introduced, while these converge back to zero within a second due
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to the fast convergence of the CoG parameters. What should be noted at this point is
in Figure 4.3, where the large movement of CoG forces motor number 2 to hit its lower
bound in order to keep the motor from stalling, while the other motors compensate. With
motor 2 being so close to its lower bound, the overall situation introduces more noise
in its control signal, as presented in the second sub-figure of Figure 4.3, which comes
from the quadratic nature of thrust. In general, at small throttles, larger changes in the
control signal are needed to produce the necessary changes in thrust.
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Figure 4.3: In the sub-figures each of the motors’ control signals are depicted.

Moreover, when the mass is increased the thrust constant converges within 0.5 sec-
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onds, which corrects the thrust, and is clearly visible in Figure 4.2, while also is being
visible as the control signals adapt to the new situation in Figure 4.3. The fast adaptation
of thrust is of a paramount importance, especially when flying close to the ground and
compensating for the ground effect, the air cushion created under the UAV, and gives an
apparent increase in thrust.
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Figure 4.4: In the first sub-figure the thrust constant estimation results are depicted, while in
the final two sub-figures the CoG estimation is presented. The solid black line is the simulated
true value, while the thick gray line is the calculated true value.

It is worth to note the minor effect the changes of CoG have on the thrust, while the
same is true for changes in mass and the angular rates. When the mass changes, only
minor errors are introduced to the angular rates, which is caused by the small model
mismatch introduced in Section 4.1.3. Also by including the models for the reaction
time of the motors it allows the controller to have a more fine grained control of the
system, compared to the system neglecting these dynamics, which is quite common as it
can be seen in, for example, [36].

Finally, as this estimation and control scheme only aims to control the angular rate
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and thrust, another layer on top of the framework is needed if it’s desired to control the
attitude, or make a full control scheme for the velocity and translation. This is however
not the aim of this controller, while this can be used as the low-level controller for other
high-level schemes commonly found in the current corresponding literature.

Discussion

What has not been discussed so far in detail is the effect of parameter bounds, where
the thrust constant must be positive and the CoG parameters must be inside the motor
centers. These bounds can easily be added, using an exponential map for the thrust and
a corresponding Sigmoid function for the CoG parameters, however these are implemen-
tation specific issues that come with the selection of the estimation scheme where, for
example, an optimization based estimation has the ability to include bounds directly.

It should be also mentioned that a classical PID controller, combined with a mixing
matrix, was not selected due to the fact that the PID performs badly when the mixing
matrix changes, which is a fact that introduces cross couplings between axises from the
moving CoG. In the case that a thrust is requested that saturates the system, then
the controllability of the angular rates is lost, as there is no control authority left. To
compensate for this problem the control engineers commonly add gain scheduling or
back off strategies, as for example it can be seen in [81], where a control back off scheme
has been introduced, called ”Air Mode”, which backs off the throttle if there is a torque
requested that otherwise would be saturated by the thrust and thus providing full priority
to torques. From another point of view, in an MPC scheme, as the one presented, these
drawbacks do not exist and a back off strategy is not necessary, as the weight matrices
of the cost function allows for any selection of priorities between the thrust and torque,
and furthermore the weights can be changed based on the situation specifics and thus
allowing for an overall fine tuned control in specialized cases without further additions
to the controller itself.

4.2 Non-singular attitude control

In contrast to the previous low-level control scheme, simple feedback control for the
attitude stabilization of the quadrotor platform can be achieved by using a cascaded
control scheme. The dynamics of the UAV system presented in equation (2.46) combined
with the quaternion derivative from equation (2.27) suggest that measurements of the
quaternion and angular rates are only needed in order to measure the system’s state and
calculate the necessary driving torque to rotate it.

Hence, in the presented approach, all the measurements and the calculations have
been made by utilizing quaternions, while no transformation to Euler angles and rotations
have been executed. Thus, the resulting controller has no issues with singularities and
can be straightforward implemented, while retaining its simplicity.

For utilizing quaternions in the error calculation between the desired qref and the
estimated attitude quaternion of the quadrotor q̂, an error quaternion, denoted as qerr,
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should be calculated. This is done by multiplying the reference, qref , with the conjugate
of the estimated quaternion, q̂, as presented in equation (2.21). This product will cal-
culate the difference quaternion, which can be utilized to produce the error around each
axis of rotation or:

qerr = q̂∗ ⊗ qref (4.20)

The vector part directly connects the quaternion to the sine of the error from equa-
tion (2.18), which results in an axis error as depicted in equation (4.21). In case that the
reference is demanding a rotation more than π radians, the closest rotation is the inverted
direction and this is found by examining qw. If qw < 0 then the desired orientation is
more than π radians away and the closest rotation is the conjugate of qerr, negating the
axis error in equation (4.21).

Axiserr =

⎡
⎣qerr1

qerr2

qerr3

⎤
⎦ (4.21)

When designing the attitude controller the simplest form available was chosen, which
is a cascaded P -controller formulation, as it has been depicted in Figure 4.5. In the
presented approach, an inner loop proportional controller Pω for the angular velocity and
an outer loop proportional controller Pq for the angular velocity reference tracking, have
been effectively combined for creating a cascaded P -controller for the attitude regulation
problem, where the overall mathematical formulation of the control scheme is:

τ = −Pq ·
⎡
⎣qerr1

qerr2

qerr3

⎤
⎦− Pω ·

⎡
⎣ωx

ωy

ωz

⎤
⎦ (4.22)

It should be noted that equation (4.22) is straight forward to be implemented at low
computational cost, as only the estimated attitude together with the measured angular
rate is required. Moreover, the noise immunity of this design is only as good as the
measured/estimated quaternion and angular rate, as the suggested scheme will directly
amplify noise just as much as the corresponding errors. Something that is worth noting is

q̂∗ ⊗ qref
qerr to Axiserr
Transformation

Pq

∑
Pω

ARW
Model

∫qref qerr ωref + u ω̂

−

q̂

Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the full nonlinear quaternion based control scheme.

the fact that the cascaded design will always drive the error to zero thanks to the double
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integrator in the non-linear dynamics. This reduces the overall controller’s complexity
and without an integrator there is no negative phase shift added from the controller.

4.2.1 Simulation Results

All simulations have been carried out on the nonlinear quadrotor model, which takes into
account a wide set of the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the system, where
parameters of the quadrotor model utilizes the same as was presented in Section 3.2.4.
The quaternion based controller has been evaluated under three fundamental tracking
test cases that are: a) constant rotation - step input, b) periodical reference - sinusoidal
input, and c) complex maneuver - flip. In all the simulated cases additive corrupting
zero mean noise of 0.1 radians standard deviation affecting the measurements have been
considered, which is only used as an indicative example, while the experimental part
provides the true noise. Bounds on the control action have been applied, for performing
a more realistic evaluation. These bounds have been set as +/− 4Nm for all the motors,
while the gains of the controller have been set as: Pq = 20 and Pω = 4 after small fine
tuning in simulations.

In the first case, a step response has been considered where an one radian reference
step around each axis has been requested, at different time instances. The results ob-
tained from each axis are depicted in Figure 4.6, while the corresponding control action
is provided in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Quadrotor step responses. The reference signal and the system’s responses have
been denoted by the dashed and solid lines respectively. All the graphs have been indicated in
radians for more intuitive display.
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Figure 4.7: Controller effort during step responses

From the obtained responses, we can observe that the proposed control scheme per-
forms very well with a very small overshoot and a good reference tracking. All errors
converge to zero and no strange effects can be witnessed from the effect of noise or the
non-linearities. To provide a more realistic simulated evaluation, bounds on the control
action have been considered. The control signal saturates when the step is introduced
but quickly goes back to its linear region. Although the existence of the corrupting noise,
the quadrotor’s performance has not been significantly been effected mainly to the effect
of the double integrator dynamics of the system.

In the second evaluation test-case, the problem of tracking a 0.5 radian amplitude
sine wave with a frequency of 1 radian/s is being considered. The applied reference waves
were phase shifted on the y and z axis for driving the torques not be in the same phase.
The tracking results obtained are depicted in Figure 4.8, while the corresponding control
actions are being displayed in Figure 4.9.

From the obtained results it is straightforward that, as in the previous testing case,
the proposed control scheme is able to provide a good and fast tracking with a small phase
shift of about 0.5 seconds, as expected when there is no feed forward. Also it should be
stated that the proposed controller has the merit of performing quite big and dynamic
changes in the quadrotor’s attitude, without the problem of saturating the control signals
for tracking these fast changes. The effects of the corrupting noise are more identifiable
when the amplitude of the control effort is small, due to the fact that the gains of the
quaternion controller have been fixed, while this noise has no direct and sever effect on
the overall controlled quadrotor.

For the final evaluation test-case, a most popular maneuver has been considered as
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Figure 4.8: Controller tracking an 1 rad/s sine wave. Input/output shown in radians for more
intuitive display. The dashed line is reference and the continuous line is output.
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Figure 4.9: Controller control action during tracking.
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well, which is the 360 degree flip. The control signal was generated by ramping from 0 to
2π radians so the controller wouldn’t take the shortest route, while the simulation result
are depicted in Figure 4.10. From observing the response of the quadrotor during flip
it is obvious that the maneuver has been executed without any problem. In the case of
the Euler angles, this flip would have been subjected to massive non-linearities but, as
seen in Figure 4.11, the quaternion has no non-linearities nor singularities and thus can
therefore perform the flip without any problem. The control signal does only saturate a
little and this is because the controller has been tuned for smooth transitions (small gain
values). For a faster flip, a more aggressive tuning could be used or a direct control on
the angular velocity reference could be applied, until the attitude has made half the flip
and then reconnect the attitude controller.
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Figure 4.10: Controller doing a flip. Input/output shown in radians for more intuitive display.
The dashed line is reference and the continuous line is output.

4.2.2 Experimental Results

The quaternion based controller has been experimentally evaluated under two fundamen-
tal tracking test cases, which were the quaternion based qw (pitch) tracking of variable
time and amplitude step set–points, with and without the effect of external disturbances.
The symmetrical design of the quadrotor, allows the direct generalization of the presented
results to roll and yaw. Having this under consideration, a single free rotation axis setup
has been utilized to experimentally evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 4.11: Controller doing a flip (displayed in quaternion data qw and qx). The dashed line
is reference and the continues line is output.

The gains of the controller have been set as: Pq = 5 and Pω = 0.1 based on ad-hoc
tuning, while standard gains for the Madgwick Complementary filter have been utilized
from [111] to achieve attitude estimation.

Initially, we considered the case of no external disturbances with the goal of tracking
a quaternion based variable step reference. The experimental results obtained for the
quadrotor’s pitch response, combined with the applied control effort (differential throttle)
are depicted in Figure 4.12.

The second set of the experimental results, considers the case where sudden external
disturbances are acting on the vehicle. These disturbances simulate the case of sudden
and strong wind gusts acting on the quadrotor and have been generated by exciting the
frame with a vibration hammer. As before, in this case the goal has been to track the
same quaternion based variable step reference. The experimental results obtained for
the quadrotor’s pitch response, combined with the applied control effort, for the case of
external disturbances, are depicted in Figure 4.13.

From all the experimental cases examined, it has been shown that the proposed
scheme is able to provide a fast and accurate tracking of a variable step reference, even
without the model adaptiveness presented in the previous control scheme. Even in the
case where strong external disturbances are acting on the quadrotor, still the proposed
controller manages to attenuate them in a short time window. In the presented experi-
mental results there is a small constant offset error, which is evident in the case of large
reference angles. This effect is due to the fact that the utilized frame has not been fully
balanced and the center of gravity does not coincide with the center of rotation. This
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Figure 4.12: Experimental variable step reference tracking response for qx (pitch) and corre-
sponding differential control effort.
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Figure 4.13: Experimental variable step reference tracking response for qx (pitch) under exter-
nally acting disturbances and corresponding differential control effort.
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issue can be further addressed by the insertion of an additional integral term in the rate
controller, which will drive the error to zero by using the inherit dynamics of the quadro-
tor or applying the previous control scheme as the low-level rate controller. Moreover, it
should be highlighted that due to the existing vibrations in the quadrotor’s frame, highly
corrupted measurements have been generated and some of it is transfered to the control
signal via the angular rate gain.

4.3 Center of Gravity adaptive Position Control

As the final example of utilizing the estimated parameters, a full position control scheme
based on the geometric controller made by Lee et al. [112], was used to stabilize the UAV
and provide position hold, with an overview of the controller presented in Figure 4.14.
The Lee controller is an proven stable position controller that does not include any
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Figure 4.14: An overview of the geometric Lee position controller.

integrators, which in the end generates force and torque references that needed to be
converted to motor control signals. This is performed by adapting the controller, which
was originally designed for a quadrotor and not a hexacopter, by replacing the allocation
matrix A by the new equivalent that corresponds to the Neo hexacopter and including
CoG shifts as:

uB
m = AΩ2, (4.23)

where A is the rotor velocity mapping matrix from equation (2.52), including Ωmax, and
uB

m = [F� τ�]� are desired forces and torques requested by the controller. Finally, the
mixing matrix M used to create the inverse function from desired forces and torques to
rotor velocities can be computed via the pseudo-inverse of A, given that A has linearly
independent rows, as:

M = A�(AA�)−1. (4.24)

The controller was executing at the same rate as the inertial measurements of 220 Hz,
while the mixing matrix in equation (4.24) is recalculated based on the new estimates,
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as the estimates of CoG will update the A matrix accordingly. Hence the pseudo-inverse
of A will be recalculated at every iteration of the controller to use the most up to date
estimate. A full overview of the system is depicted in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: A complete internal view of the experimental system with its internal components
and dependencies.

Experimental Setup

For this experimental setup, the Neo hexacopter platform will be utilized as a base as
well, running ROS onboard as depicted in Figure 4.15. To track the UAV, the motion
capture system of the FROST was utilized and the resulting pose information, together
with the inertial measurements, are passed to the egomotion estimation, where the Multi
Sensor Fusion (MSF) framework [34] was utilized as implementation for estimating the
pose, twist and sensor biases. The resulting estimates are passed to the position controller
and parameter estimation respectively, where the estimates recalculate the mixing matrix.
The desired thrust and torques are passed to the mixing matrix for generating the desired
rotor velocities that are finally sent to the Neo hexacopter.

4.3.1 Experiments

In this section the aforementioned estimation scheme will be experimentally applied on
the Neo hexacopter in two different experiments, one depicting step changes in the CoG
and one tracking the CoG, while moving a Compact AeRial MAnipulator (CARMA) [64],
mounted under the hexacopter, as an indicative example.

COG step response

For evaluating the estimation and compensation in a static, controlled experiment a lever
arm was attached to the UAV, along the 6th arm, as depicted in Figure 4.16. At the end
of the lever arm a magnet was placed to act as a holding mechanism for a mass, which
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would be used to excite the system in x and y direction. The properties of the lever arm,
the excitation mass and the predicted movement of the CoG are presented in Table 4.2,
where mNeo is the mass of the Neo hexacopter, mla is the mass of the added lever arm,
me is the mass of the excitation. Furthermore, pCOG,la is the position of the CoG of the
lever arm (seen from the body frame), pCOG,e is the position of the CoG of the excitation
mass (seen from the body frame), and the pCOG,Neo are the CoG of the Neo hexacopter,
with and without the excitation mass, while ΔpCOG,Neo is the predicted movement of the
CoG.

Figure 4.16: A photo of the Neo hexacopter used in the COG step response experiments with
the added lever arm.

Table 4.2: Parameter values for the Neo hexacopter with the attached lever arm.

Parameter Parameter value

mNeo 2.853 kg

mla 53 g

me 36 g

pCOG,la x: 0.610 m, y: -0.279 m

pCOG,e x: 0.905 m, y: -0.386 m

pCOG,Neo (without excitation) x: 0.0111 m, y: -0.00509 m

pCOG,Neo (with excitation) x: 0.0221 m, y: -0.00975 m

ΔpCOG,Neo x: 0.0109 m, y: -0.00446 m
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Figure 4.17: The first two sub-figures shows the convergence for each element of the Δl parame-
ter vector for the Neo hexacopter, while the last two sub-figures show the convergence of position
in x and y respectively. For the parameter estimation, the thick grey line is the estimated true
value and the solid line is the estimation, while in the position tracking the thick gray line is
the reference, the solid line is the measured position while using the estimated COG shift and
the dashed line is when no compensation is used.

The movement of the CoG was validated using a ground truth estimator. By feeding
the estimator with the true x and y position of the UAV, the offset in the Neo hexacopter’s
CoG, from the reference of 0 m in both x and y, was slowly integrated until the position
error in both x and y direction converged to zero. The shift found by the ground truth
based estimator was 0.011 m in x and -0.0037 m in y, having an error to the predicted
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of only 0.7 mm, validating the calculated CoG shift.
Finally, the proposed estimation and compensation scheme was evaluated in two

parts, as depicted in Figure 4.17. In the first experiment, the full scheme was evaluated
in closed loop and the estimator showed good convergence properties with a converged
error of 1.5 mm in x and 0.8 mm in y, with the time for convergence being 1.6 seconds
as can be seen in the first two sub-figures. In the second closed loop experiment the
compensation sent to the position controller was disabled to show the position drift
when not compensating for CoG, and as can be seen in the last two sub-figures, the
position, when not using the estimator, drifted close to 0.27 m in x and -0.1 m in y,
emphasizing the importance of using compensation to achieve good tracking.

Aerial manipulator estimation

Figure 4.18: A photo of the Neo hexacopter during in the manipulator experiment, with the
manipulator attached.

The second experiment consists of endowing the Neo hexacopter with the CARMA
and perform sweeping motions as presented in Figure 4.18. Only the first joint was moved,
while maintaining the moving part of the arm straight. Vicon markers placed on the third
link allow to compute the base joint’s angle θ. The reference value was established in the
same manner as in Section 4.3.1, by running the ground truth estimator on two different
base joint angles and modeling CARMA as a 1DoF manipulator, thus determining two
constants alpha and beta in the least square sense, such that:

pCOG,true = α sin(θ) + β, (4.25)

where θ is the angle of the manipulator from the body frame perspective.
Finally, the proposed estimator and compensation scheme was evaluated using CARMA,

where the results are presented in Figure 4.19, which shows that the estimator it track-
ing the predicted ground truth of the CoG, while the manipulator moves in the span of
−40◦ to −130◦. However, as it can be seen in Figure 4.19, the estimate, while having
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θ > −60◦ (during t = 0...7 seconds) is not agreeing with equation (4.25). This fact can
be explained by considering the airflow generated by the propellers, thus implying a drag
force on the manipulator, resulting in thrust losses on front motors. Accordingly, the
positive torque along y axis applied on the frame is perceived from both estimators as a
COG shift along the positive x direction, as it can be observed in Figure 4.19. This fact
justifies the comparison with a ground truth based estimator, instead of only relying on
the gravitational part of a dynamic model, which would not see the effect of the loss of
thrust.
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Figure 4.19: The first sub-figure shows the convergence for ΔlBx parameter for the Neo hexa-
copter during the movement of the manipulator, while the last sub-figure shows the convergence
of the position in x. For the parameter estimation, the thick grey line is the estimated true
value, by using the angle of the manipulator and the solid line is the estimation, while in the
position tracking the thick gray line is the reference and the solid line is the measured position.
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Chapter 5

Thesis’ Contributions Towards the
Era of ARWs and their Field

Applications

5.1 A Selection of Key Results

5.1.1 Localization in GPS and vision deprived environments

An issue that was identified early in the field of ARWs, and was the driving force for the
developments of the egomotion estimation corrected by UWB distance measurements,
were the environments where the visual sensors did not detect enough features for ego-
motion estimation, while also not having any GPS reception. This turned out to be a
common problem in the infrastructure inspection applications, and extensive efforts were
put to solve this issue. As was discussed in Chapter 3.1.3, a system was devised, which
utilizes UWB distance measurements to create, in a sense, a local GPS system that had
the significant merit to enable all the outdoor experiments at the wind turbines. Even
though these structures are outdoor, their tall height caused large errors to be introduced
into the GPS measurements due to multipath reflections, rendering the sensor unreliable
for this use case. Moreover and as can be seen in Figure 5.1, when approaching the
heights of a wind turbine the movement of features in the visual system, caused by ego-
motion, is minimal since the features are so far away, causing visual based navigation to
fail.

Representative work in this field can be refered at [19].

5.1.2 Collaborative coverage path planning for inspection

Moreover, in the field application of ARWs, it is of paramount importance the concept of
distributed collaborative path planning algorithms for inspection operations, where the
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Figure 5.1: On the left, an example of detected features at a height of 50 meters, and on the
right the features on the wind turbine body, note the lack of features on the tower and the high
density of features in the background.

path planner for each robot should be collaborative in the sense that it has to guarantee
collision avoidance with other members of the team as well as stabilization to the desired
configuration points in 3D. Within this thesis, a geometric approach was developed for
the inspection problem of a complex 3D infrastructure by using multiple ARWs and in
order to complete coverage missions in a short time an offline Cooperative Coverage Path
Planning algorithm was developed to generate multiple paths for each agent. Initially,
the planner requires a priori knowledge of the 3D structure and afterwards the structure
is sliced by horizontal planes in order to identify branches and assign specific areas to
each ARW. With this technique, the collaborative coverage task can be executed in less
time and more efficiently, as the more agents are used the shorter the inspection time
becomes. Furthermore, the image streams collected during the coverage task are post-
processed using Structure from Motion (SfM), stereo SLAM and mesh reconstruction
algorithms, and the resulting 3D mesh reconstruction can be used for further visual
inspection purposes. To evaluate the performance of the method in the real autonomous
inspection task, an outdoors experiment was conducted in case of a known structure,
depicted in Figure 5.2, where point cloud and dense reconstruction of the structure is
presented.

Representative work in this field can be refered at [21].

5.1.3 A pulling force controller

In the case of exerting large forces on the environment the thesis established a geometric,
pulling force control scheme in order to enable the concept of ARWs, where the capabil-
ities of the MAV are enhanced by aerial manipulators, with characteristic applications
such as levers actuation, debris removal and safety assessments. The grasping and pulling
controller approach consists of interfacing a cascaded position control scheme with a ma-
nipulation framework in such a way that the MAV, together with the manipulator, are
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Figure 5.2: On the left is the outdoor structure to be reconstructed and, on the right, the
cooperative point cloud and dense reconstruction of the inspected structure.

being controlled as a complete system. Figure 5.3 shows a snapshot from the experiment,
where an ARW is tracking a reference force to be applied.

Figure 5.3: Snapshot image from the pulling experiment where the ARW is gripping the simu-
lated handle.

Representative work in this field can be refered at [113].

5.1.4 Reconstruction of low texture infrastructure

As a key field representation of the impact of ARWs in real life, the scenario of wind
turbine reconstruction has been selected. This is a very challenging case, as the structure
is generally of a flat white color without any distinguishing features, causing issues with
feature based reconstruction algorithms. The reconstruction of this infrastructure could
be used to support the inspection scenario where the ARW is able to revisit the desired
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poses. More specifically, the basis of the 3D reconstruction are points connected to
specific image frames, therefore in the case that the 3D model is metrically aligned with
the inertial frame of the ARW, it is possible to redeploy the ARW to the desired point
in 3D space, multiple times, and complete the designated task afterwards. The 3D
reconstruction is the outcome of SfM techniques that processes the monocular camera
frames. The wind turbine, as a structure, is very challenging to reconstruct with its flat
color, texture and large size, and requires elaborate collection of datasets, specific camera
requirements, image preprocessing steps to filter the captured frames. The resulted
reconstruction to visualize the concept of the inspection task is depicted in Figure 5.4,
while this is a still ongoing work which is expected to improve significantly over the
coming future.

Figure 5.4: 3D reconstruction of the inspected wind turbine.

5.2 Future Work for Aerial Robotic Workers

As it has been presented in this thesis, the foundations for ARWs have had extended
research and can be considered as stable, however there are still significant future work
that needs to be done to improve the reliability, safety and to help keeping future ARW
systems accessible through a low price point. Thus, in the following discussion some
further highlights for future research directions will be highlighted.
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5.2.1 Utilize Heterogeneous Systems

A concept that is a key base characteristic for the field of ARWs is the one of utilizing
heterogeneous systems. In this case, there would be two, or more, different ARWs that
would be aimed at different work tasks, e.g. one ARW could be aimed for inspection
only and thus carrying visual sensors, allowing the system to be small, dexterous and
cheap, while when a fault had been detected an ARW specifically aimed for manipulation
could be deployed to handle this case. As the ARW, designed for manipulation, would
have significantly higher payload requirements, the price of the platform would increase
significantly, while the requirements for safety and robustness would similarly increase
due to the increased weight.

I strongly believe that the community around these systems have to approach hetero-
geneous systems more directly, not only to have a research impact but also to help bridge
the gap to industry where these systems have a massive potential to improve safety and
reduce costs. This could be achieved by having industrial partners that are interested to
evaluate the ARW systems in real production environments, as the industrial partners
in AEROWORKS did, or by cooperating with the local business incubators to have a
startup company continue these efforts when the research comes to an end and industry
needs to take over.

5.2.2 Improve Localization and Sensing

When we explored egomotion estimation in Chapter 3.1 we could see its strength as any
number of sensors could be supported and there are no limits on extending the state,
both in the case of passive and active states, more than computational limits, which is
used extensively in VIO algorithms where features in the scene are added and discarded
in the state vector [18] depending on the scene and its texture. To exploit this feature is
of paramount importance as it would allow the combination of a system with exceptional
local stability, i.e. VIO, with a system that does not drift on a global scale, i.e. UWB
measurements. This would truly be the combination of the best of two worlds, as the
local stability of VIO will keep the system stable and reduce noise on a local scale while
UWB measurements correct the drift in VIO over time, and, moreover this could be used
to improve the calibration of the UWB network over time and even add new anchors into
the network - greatly simplifying setup of the system.

Moreover, there is a limit to the numbers of visual sensors on an ARW as there must
be enough processing to be able to handle all the data generated and make decision on
it as well. Fortunately, there has been both a technological and availability leap in short
range (2 to 4 meters) distance sensors which can act as collision avoidance sensors, while
in the classical case ultra sonic range sensors has been the main sensor, however these are
sensitive to dust and performance drops over time. Today there are both laser and radar
based sensors, depicted in Figure 5.5, which are in the price range of 4 to 9e and have
the opportunity to drastically revolutionize collision avoidance sensing, where e.g. the
latest wideband radar chips are able to distinguish material by inspecting the returned
pluse shape, which would allow the systems to react differently depending on material
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Figure 5.5: A depiction of the latest advancements in wideband radar (left), such as the Acconeer
A111, and laser (right), such as the ST VL53L1x, distance measurement technology - where
both systems are completely self contained and no extra antennas or waveguides are needed.

detected.

5.2.3 Simplifying Low-level Adaptive Control

While the low-level MPC scheme presented in Chapter 4.1 does have the desired char-
acteristics, it is questionable if an MPC scheme is needed due to its complexity. Would
there be a method, by simply using the parameter estimation, to generate feed forward
signals for an PID or similar simple scheme, and still retain the performance and charac-
teristics of the MPC scheme? It is important to note that simplicity of implementation
does have a large impact on the practical usage, as simplistic systems are easier to debug
and, for implementors, to understand. However, we still want the control loop to be
free of integrators, which can push the system into instability, as is commonly seen in
low-level MAV controllers today, and design feed forward signals to compensate instead.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

The aim of this thesis has been to give insight into the operational core of ARWs, both
mathematically and algorithmically, where the necessary modules have been presented
and motivated to arrive at the full system presented initially in Figure 1.2, and to provide
a condensed reference for the implementors and designers of these systems. This has been
achieved through covering the following four main topics:

1) The underlying modeling of ARWs, which included vehicle kinematics, sensors and
thrust/power models. These models have the significant merit to be the foundation for the
work presented in this thesis as it describes the entire MAV system from inputs to outputs,
while also avoiding the issues of gimbal lock, existing in Euler angle representations, by
utilizing full quaternion based models.

2) How to model, calibrate, using simple methods, and compensate for errors in IMUs
has been explored and discussed. With the IMU being the core sensor utilized in the
estimation and control algorithms of an ARW, estimating and eliminating errors are of
paramount importance, which has been achieved through a calibration procedure not
requiring rotating reference tables. This has the merit of reducing cost and improving
availability of these calibration methods, as anyone that has basic electronics and Arduino
experience will be able to implement and utilize said algorithms.

3) How to perform robust and numerically stable egomotion and parameter estima-
tion of the ARW system. The state of the art has been extended with a framework
which does tight fusion of an IMU and UWB distance measurements, which has the out-
standing merit of performing nominally in the case of reflection and tall infrastructure,
where GPS generally fails. This localization system, and the applications it enabled in
AEROWORKS, was selected as one of the top 50 engineering achievements in Sweden
2017 by the Swedish Royal Academy of Engineers (IVA) [114]. Moreover, the parameter
estimation opens the possibility for adaptive control schemes and reducing the number
of integrators necessary in the control loop.

4) Utilizing the parameter and egomotion estimation from 3) to perform adaptive
low-level and high-level control of ARWs, where firstly a low-level MPC scheme has
the noteworthy merit of being to adapt to changes in mass, available thrust, declining
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battery voltage and shift of the CoG, while to indicate that global position errors can
be compensated a full, high-level, position control scheme was presented with the merit
of not having any integrators in the control loop and still achieving zero mean errors in
position. Meanwhile, as an indicative example, a quaternion based attitude controller
was developed that was immune to the effects of gimbal lock, demonstrating that simple
control schemes can perform well, opening the question if the adaptiveness of the MPC
scheme can be included in a simpler control scheme.
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